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During the development of the Handbook for Trainers on the ASR1 – Wide Area
Assessment Process various experts have participated in drafting, checking,
improving and consolidating the methods and tools contained.
The overall checking and approval of all the information contained has been
carried out by Director Giuseppe Romano, BELICE Project Leader, Directorate of
Tuscany for National Fire Corps.
The general coordination of the Handbook drafting has been carried out by
Paola Milano (BELICE Project Technical Co-ordinator).
The drafting of all the aspects of the training methodology and all correlated
issues described in the Handbook has been drafted by Peter Goxharaj (THW,
Senior Program Officer for USAR at THW HQ) and Nils Uhlenbrock (THW,
Program Officer for EU CP projects at THW HQ).
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The drafting of the session plans and the master power point per session has
been carried out by: Antonio Annecchini (CNVVF, Deputy Chief Fire Officer),
Samuel Auclair (BRGM, Bureau de Recherches Géologiques et Minières, sismologue), Alessandro Fanfani (CNVVF, Fire Fighter Coordinator), David Fabi (ICPD,
Coordinator of Emergency Operational Support Unit at Emergency Management
Office of ICPD) Domenico Fiorito (ICPD, Expert Officer in Emergency Planning
at Emergency Management Office of ICPD), Francesco Giordano (ICPD, Expert
Officer in Seismic Risk at the Scientific Advisor Unit of the ICPD), Gianmario
Gnecchi (CNVVF, Assistant Chief Fire Officer), Fabrizio Graverini (CNVVF,
Battalion Chief), Philippe Meresse (EcASC, French USAR Focal Point), Franck
Fiorelli (SDIS06, FRA10 Team Leader), Massimiliano Mori (CNVVF, Battalion Chief),
Luca Padroni (Director of Civil Protection of the city of Pisa - IT) Massimiliano
Russo (CNVVF, Deputy Chief Fire Officer), Paolo Vaccari (ICPD, Expert officer in
International relations and activities at the Volunteering, promotion and integration of the National Service Office of ICPD).
In chapter 4 have been drafted by Peter Goxharaj (THW, Senior Program Officer for
USAR at THW HQ) and Nils Uhlenbrock (THW, Program Officer for EU CP projects at
THW HQ).

BELICE project has been co-funded by
The content of this Manual represents the views of the author only and is his/
her sole responsibility. The European Commission does not accept any responsibility for use that may be made of the information it contains.
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1 INTRODUCTION
This Trainers Handbook was developed within the BELICE Project to
enable EU Member States and other countries to train staff according
to the new methodology on the Wide Area Assessment Process for an
enhanced and more effective ASR Level 1 after an earthquake.
The Trainer Handbook is based on the Manual on WAAP (attached as
Annex 6.8) and is an outcome of the BELICE project that worked on the
new methodology development. Over a period of 2 years several workshops with experts, a training design Workshop and an initial ToT were
conducted to develop the new methodology and the corresponding
training material. The process of methodology development can be read
in detail in chapter 4 of this handbook.
The BELICE project team is aware of the fact that the new methodology
must be verified in training and field and thereof the originally foreseen
three training courses would have been very important. As the impact of
the COVID-19 pandemic stopped this initial plan, the now available methodology might have some “hiccups” due to limited testing which was not
intended but must be accepted for the time being.
While the Handbook gives the basic overview of the training aspects, all
details for the implementation of the training are in the annexes due to
the international good practise of easier revision.
The cartoon graphics shown in this Handbook on the chapter pages
were designed by a visual facilitator capturing the essential details from
lectures of the virtual ToT in November 2020.
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2 THE WAAP METHODOLOGY
In this chapter the Wide Area Assessment Process is
described.
EN
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According to the INSARAG Guidelines the ASR 1 sounds more or less
simple: to assess a wide area to find out about the overall damage and
the needs after an earthquake, enabling the LEMA to prioritise means
and resources and to sectorise areas for the later worksite identification
in ASR Level 2.
In reality these tasks are much more difficult and very often extremely
time consuming and thereof minimising the possible live rescues in the
important first 24 hours after an earthquake! There are many factors that
work against a quick assessment result:
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But there are several activities in the Preparedness and Prevention Phase
that could influence an ASR 1 in a positive way:

Having this in mind it is quite clear that the ASR1 cannot be a “simple
window assessment” as it was often called by practitioners. But it is also
no simple questioning of citizens, neighbours or “interpreting maps”. In
fact, it is more of a combination of several activities.

The complexity of the task can be described best as a coherent analysis
of all available data in the shortest possible time and this means:
■■ without a logic and easy to understand methodology the task can’t
be fulfilled by local responders and decision makers
■■ even worse there might be inadequate results that costs lives and
will even lead to further political problems.
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Thereof a board of experts from all over the world tried – together with
the project consortium – to develop such a methodology that will help to
have better ASR 1 result in a shorter time:
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Pre-ASR

ASR-0

ASR1
as in INSARAG
Guidelines

The tripartite WAAP methodology approach

As described in the WAAP manual the quite complex interaction of
elements from Prevention and Preparedness Phase with the existing
types of assessment and analysis methods are not only difficult to train
but also must be localized from country to country due to specific SOP,
civil protections systems and legal aspects. The following flowchart gives
an impression of the complex task:
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Having this in mind the Trainers Handbook must give guidance how to
do this and how to build the framework of this methodology. It is obvious that the Trainers Handbook cannot solve national problems or could
bridge existing gaps. Thereof the first duty of the master trainers is to
verify which parts of the manuals need stronger attention in the training
course as well as some content might be changed (or even corrected)
due to local standards and means.
Thereof the WAAP methodology has to be seen as a reference with
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elements missing or to be changed. This transformation is the main
task of the master trainers as the (national) training should only start
when the WAAP methodology is fully adopted i.e., all legal aspects have
been checked, the local civil protection system was revised, and the local
details and examples have been included that will help participants to
understand better.
As the principles of adult education show clearly that a “hands on” is
important to reach a higher learning curve, special focus needs to be
on practical activities and the final exercise that will help to prove the
methodology for the participants or better said, to make them aware of
the benefits of the new methodology. Only when the participants have
reached this stage, they will be able to implement the methodology in
their field of work or responsibility.
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The most important part of the methodology are the five essential steps
that build the core of the WAAP and these steps have to be fully verified
by the master trainers before they start to localize the training:

Clear and detailed
SOP for all levels

Using Pre-ASR to
collect more data

Using ASR-0 to start
assessment earlier
and more specific

Early sectorisation
and setting of
priorities

Use of specific
assessment teams
and report forms

In the following chapters many options are mentioned to help to transform the WAAP to a working methodology for the own Country.
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3 THE METHODOLOGY
GUIDANCE AND HOW TO
WORK WITH IT

EN

In this chapter the trainers get the information on how the
WAAP training could be implemented in various options
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The handbook is designed as a basic reference while the detailed information (that could change for various reasons such as INSARAG Guidelines
Review or localization of the course sessions) is attached as annexes.
It was intended from the beginning to have a standardized version of
the course that includes aspects of the UCPM as well as the INSARAG
Guidelines and international good practice. Nonetheless it was clear from
the beginning that such a complex process cannot result in a standardized methodology being tailored perfectly for all EU Member States or
any other Country. Thereof the Manual on WAAP is the standard, showing all detailed work steps to reach a coherent methodology finally after
it has been implemented into the national system.
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The trainers are having a huge range of flexibility to deliver the training sessions as they are more generic designed than having too many
specific examples. The training material is – of course – not complete and
can be trained only after full implementation of the national system and
the specific localisation.
A typical example is the sectorisation which works in the manual with
specific examples from Italy and Albania to show how the process of
sectorisation was developed and brought into a formular.
But it is understood that this is only a guidance as it does not fit to all
countries, building styles etc. It must be revised, and the training session
documents have to be checked for additional content, different examples
etc. and in chapter five of the Trainers Handbook this task is described.

It is of course sort of risky as the trainers must be aware of the foreseen
learning outcome and what is intended to be lectured as the main topic.
Thereof in Annex 6.2 the Curriculum overview gives the trainers detailed
information on the foreseen content and learning target that should be
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reached. In the first version (shown below) it was sorted according to the
five-day full course idea. Additional options are now included.

WAA(ASR1) Training Course and Curriculum overview
Day:2

Session J4

Topic:

THE PRE-ASR PHASE

Content:

Introduction; key PRE-ASR elements such as risk mapping
INSARAG Capacity Building possibilities
Better prevention through building codes and retrofitting
Use of administrational data such as cadastral register
GIS mapping

Learning Target: - Being aware of already usable data and how to use it
- Understanding the importance of INSARAG capacity building
- Recognizing opportunities for quick assessment results
Day:2

Session J5

Topic:

THE ASR 0 PHASE

Content:

Introduction of the key PRE-ASR elements such as risk mapping
INSARAG Capacity Building possibilities
Better prevention through building codes and retrofitting
Use of administrational data such as cadastral register
GIS mapping

Learning Target: - Being aware of the influence of the barrier effect in this phase
- Understanding the importance of early prioritising
- Understanding the 6 hours schedule related to the ASR 1
- Recognizing the natural influences such as day/night that hamper the
quick assessment start

Day:2

Session J6

Topic:

MODERN ASR1: USING ELECTRONIC TOOLS & DATA

Content:

Using modern tools (UAV, Software based damage maps etc.)
Combing the “window view” with layers of other information

Learning Target: - Understanding how modern technology can enhance the assessment
- Being aware of the time restraint for satellite images

Day:2

Session J7

Topic:

INTERACTION BETWEEN LOCAL/REG/NATIONAL LEVEL

Content:

Who needs which data
How to balance limited means and human resources
Early decision making versus complete data exchange

Learning Target: - Being aware of the need for complete information to have a
comprehensive briefing/reporting system
- Understanding the impacts of non-interaction between the levels
- Understanding the need for quick established links between the levels

Having this in mind it is understood that the trainers need to be selected
carefully as it is more than just a “training job”. It is first a long period of
work on preparing the training courses together with counterparts in
the operational departments. Several aspects of the WAAP methodology might even not work in the country due to different work styles or
processes verified in many missions. Thereof the whole process of localisation has an own chapter in the handbook.
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The implementation of the WAAP course should happen in pre-defined
work package which could be like the following example:

Localisation
(Laws etc)

Localisation
(Pictures)

Additional
content

Selection
of the time
schedule

Your
Training
Course

As the local, regional and national conditions vary a lot all over the EU, it
was originally intended to verify the WAAP training not only via a ToT but
also in a process of evaluation of three initial courses with 75 participants
from all Member States to reach better guidance material. Unfortunately,
the COVID-19 pandemic forces the BELICE project to stop after the ToT
and go into the finalization of the manual and the training with just one
evaluation.
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Even with this handicap the Trainers Handbook offers all needed material to support the trainers in the process of developing their own training
course. All sessions are already fully described and many already written
and only in need of some adoption to the local examples.
Guidance is also given by illustrations a visual facilitator did in the ToT
course in November 2020:

As the content of the WAAP methodology is quite hefty and time for
training might be not always available in sufficient amounts, the Trainers
Handbook offers several options to train the participants. The range of
options will suite most of the common needs.
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Based on the experience of the (virtual) ToT from November 2020 it is
recommended to do the training – if possible – as originally intended: A
full week course (in real life), offering not only the exchange between the
participants in the breaks (networking, speaking about own experience)
and using the final joint full day exercise to practice the new methodology.
However, if it is not possible to do so, a shorter course might be an option,
or even a row of (single) sessions over an e-learning platform could do.
The trainers are free to decide which format suits best.
Special focus must be on the joint exercise as it is intended to be used
as a final test for the understanding of the methodology. The exercise
should – if possible – be as much “hands on” as possible to have the best
learning effect. In Annex 6.5 a detailed instruction is given on how to
simulate all the levels of work. It is important to stay with the timeline of
six hours to give the participants the feeling of reality. The given example is based on the (originally intended real play) example in Sicily. The
inclusion of field, local, regional, and national level shows the interaction
as well as the need for good information management and data from
Pre-ASR and ASR-0.
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4 THE METHODOLOGY
DEVELOPMENT
This chapter informs about the ideas behind training
course methodology.

EN
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The WAAP Manual is the work of over two years from members of the
Board of Experts but influenced by workshops with international experts
as well as by the ongoing process of the project itself.

EN
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The ongoing work on the WAAP Manual was accompanied by the project steering group with several meetings to ensure that the project
task will be reached. The training methodology was discussed early and
described as a multiple way towards to the final Trainers Handbook with
three major steps:

Check
Draft

1st training

ToT

Revision

Revision

Final
Methodology

2nd training

Revision

3rd training

The intended way via a training design workshop, a ToT master course
and a verification system by real training courses seemed good enough
to ensure quality, but also the best way to test the methodology in reality,
before handing it over to the donor.
The WAAP Manual with its over 200 pages (incl. the annexes) clearly
shows the complex topic and indicates that the training of the WAAP
could be not only a challenge but is also something that should be done
according to the international standards of adult education.
It is important to mention that the BELICE project – like many other
European projects - had to deal with the growing COVID-19 pandemic
that influenced the work drastically. Workshops and meetings had to
be re-adjusted, some of them could only happen virtual, timelines were
broken and finally it was even clear that the originally planned training
methodology had to be shortened as it was impossible to have real training events in Poggioreale, Sicily:
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With the ongoing pandemic the project had to consider a different way to
define the final methodology as the originally way of finetuning content
and methodology by the three master courses had to be cancelled. So,
the originally intended course could not be tested:
Overview:
WAAP Training Methodology
Trainers activity
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Participants activity

Events/Remarks

Trainers send three
weeks before course
the WAAP Manual

Participants read the WAAP Manual
prior to Training Course

1st contact with
new methodology

Trainers send one
week before course
a questionnaire

Participants receive
questionnaire and answer
the 10 questions

Knowledge test to
verify basic level

Arrival Day: Venue, initial brieﬁng on
WAAP methodology in 3 sessions

Welcome Reception
for networking
contact with new

Day 1: 10 joint sessions on WAAP
basic knowledge with focus on new
aspects in the process of assessment

Setting the basic
WAAP knowledge
into the memory

Trainers check
knowledge level
and ﬁne tune
sessions

Day 2: Five sessions to ﬁnalize basic
knowledge level on WAAP plus a
3hours ﬁeld training to practice
Trainers observe
ﬁeld training for
individual feedback
for participants

Learning
success
verified

Day 3: Separating participants for
learning based on crisis job needs
10 sessions for
Operational Level

rd

WAAP 3
Course

practitioners

nd

WAAP 2
Course

Trainers observe
ﬁeld training for
individual
feedback for
participants

Trainers and THW correct
drafts to ﬁnal WAAP
methodology and training
course schedule

10 sessions for
Decision Makers
on all levels
Learning
success
verified

Day 4: Joint Exercise Day:
Brieﬁng, testing knowledge FEX/TTEX
debrief, questionnaire, handing over
of certiﬁcates, oﬃcial dinner

Field Training 2*90 min on
ASR1 old style incl. UAV
Window Assessment and
real Field Assessment

Deepening speciﬁc
needed knowledge

Joint FEX and TTX (6hours)
on all level (local, regional
and national) with EXCON
simulating UCPM/UN/etc.
Training 2*90 min on ASR1
Oﬃcial dinner
for more
networking

Departure Day: optional a session of
90 min with in depth debrieﬁng

The aim of this methodology was to verify the training content by the
participants feedback and to finetune the course step by step.
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The following graphic schedule shows the foreseen training course in detail:

Instead of the real events the alternative had to be tested: a virtual ToT
course in November 2020, making it very clear that it is possible to do the
WAAP training in a virtual way, but finally not possible in the intended
time schedule of a five-day course and of course without a real exercise.
The decision was made to use the (only) training event, i.e. the ToT course
as the final test and thereof have a detailed evaluation plus observers
from various levels to find out if the training will work as intended.
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The three-day virtual ToT proofed that an online version could be an
option for the training course, even when the conditions of virtual trainings lead to a much more condensed schedule.
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The evaluation report and the comments from the observers showed
that some corrections of the WAAP Manual were needed which also had
to be reflected in the training methodology.
It was understood that the intended inclusion of a field training had to be
deleted in the course schedule as additional time was needed for lectures
and group interactivity for some key sessions such as sectorisation.
Thereof the Handbook offers the complete overview of the (Maximum
amount) of sessions, but also had to take under consideration that a
virtual event might be – for the time being – an option that should be
documented.
The virtual ToT was designed in a much shorter version of the course
due to the specific situation of virtual training (more tiring than a real
training) which was proofed to be the right decision. Out of this in the
Trainers Handbook two more training course options were added:
■■ the virtual schedule and
■■ the e-learning option.
The e-learning option might be of special interest as this could be used
for those decision makers and operational experts that need additional
(partial) training or those who have not the time to attend a longer course.
Further details can be find in the chapter 5 as well as in Annex 6.1.
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5 HOW TO LOCALIZE THE
TRAINING
In this chapter the trainer will get information on possible
changes of the training due to local situations

EN
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The complete training course was designed in a way that the WAAP
training could easily be adopted to the local situation in an EU member
state or any other Country.
The WAAP methodology is based on standardized sessions and the
verification of the trained content in a joint field and table top exercise
simulating a major quake impact. The sessions as well as the joint exercise will work best if a real training ground is used, nonetheless it will be
possible to simulate this in simulation rooms and any training centre big
enough to host three simulated command posts/centre (incl. the needed
infrastructure, please refer to annex 6.6).
The content of the sessions reflects the content of the Manual on WAAP
and is used to transfer the knowledge so that the participants will be
able to work accordingly to the methodology. Thereof, in principle, the
content of the sessions cannot be changed as this will risk the full transfer success. But the graphics and pictures used in the ppt slides can be
changed and adopted to local situations for better understanding. Even
the exercise (that’s uses a quake scenario in Italy) can be changed for
better learning effect; and actually, should be changed as the understanding of the methodology will work better if a localized (familiar)
system/Country is used.
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Thereof the trainers must analyse the annexes to find out which parts
need to be localised according to the differences in the Country:

Laws
Regulations
etc.
Target Group:
Level,
Duties?

Own Disaster
Management
System
Specific
Country
Needs
Typical Local
Pictures
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Available
technical
rescources

Once the initial analysis is done the trainers should also think about
the examples that could be used to make the lecture more intense and
practical. It will help to use even examples from other disasters such as
floods or storms if there is no quake example. The importance of having
local examples is often underestimated. Even a small local event is giving
more “hands on” effect that a big international event, simply because the
participants will have a personal memory or feeling on this event.
As all the sessions have a rough frame with some indications how the
structure the lecture, it is essential for the trainers to be clear if they want
to follow that recommendation or if they want to re-structure the lecture.
Depending on culture, experience, local conditions etc. it can be even
better if the given recommendation is replaced by a new structure. In any
case it should be clear that the trainer must reach the learning targets:
■■ To make the participants aware (about something special)
■■ Help the participants to recognize (an outcome)
■■ Help the participants to understand (how something works).
Therefor the annex 6.3 shows for each session the expected learning
targets, needed to understand finally the methodology as a whole:

Key elements for a better understanding are training methods such as
group work, brainstorming sessions or a short development of an excerpt
on a flipchart. Trainers should think about these elements to make the
session more interesting or use them after the lunch break to bring the
participants back into topic.
The experience from other international trainings such as the INSARAG
First Responder Training indicate that especially the pictures help participants a lot to remember the content of the lecture if they are familiar
with the shown details.
In addition, the trainer might consider extending some sessions which
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are of local interest. Nonetheless it is recommended not to exceed over
the maximum timeline of five days. If local conditions need bigger changes of the sessions and thereof the course to need more than five days it
should be considered to either have an e-learning element prior to the
course included or to go into two virtual training sessions of three days.
So all in all the system of the WAAP Training is like a set of bricks and it is
offering to the trainer options which can be used:
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E-learning

Three day Webinar
WAAP
Training

Full week course

Individual
Composition

Finally, the trainers should consider having a good balance between facts,
anecdotes, and examples as observers of the virtual ToT in November
stated clearly that this balance is important to stay within the topic as
well as to have a clear path within the methodology. Typically, interactions between the elements of the WAAP should be in focus and not the
own experience or an example of the past (where there was no WAAP).
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In Annex 6.3 the trainers will find for each session an overview of the
session content as well as an example (possibility) who to structure the
session itself:

WAAP (ASR 1) Training Course

Lesson Plan J3: Introduction
of methodology
Time

Topic

Method

Facilitator Notes/Visuals

5
mins

Lecture

Brieﬁng

Introduction of the Instructor
Admin Info and AOB

5
mins

Lecture

Brieﬁng

Introduction of the master trainers

20
mins

Lecture

Brieﬁng

Overview of Project BELICE:
How it all started: Poggioreale
ASR1 according INSARAG
The real ASR1: what we learnt in recent quakes
The joint project of Italy/France and Germany
The new tripartite approach on ASR1
The methodology

5
mins

Activity

Small group
discussion

Groups discuss for 5 minutes what they expect from the course

10
mins

Activity

Group
presentation

Groups present 2-3 key points from their discussion

Together with the learning targets each session will be able to be
customized according to the local needs. If the course shall be given as
an e-learning event, Annex 6.1 give some directions how to structure the
event.
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6 THE ANNEXES AS THE
MAIN RESOURCES FOR THE
TRAINING:

EN

The annexes will give the trainer all material needed to
plan and organise their own WAAP training
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ANNEXES LIST
6.1. The time schedule (Course overview)
This Annex offers four different options for the WAAP training course:
Two which foresee a full week course, one for a reduced online webinar
of three days and finally a suggestion of how to conduct an e-learning
seminar.
6.2. The Curriculum overview
This annex consists of all training sessions of the curriculum giving an
introduction into content and learning targets of each session.
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6.3. The session plans (How to do the session)
In this annex all sessions are listed with detailed information on needed
logistics, material and suggestions on the foreseen structure of the
session.
6.4. The master power points per session
This annex offers those sessions power points that were used in the ToT
course as an example as well as an option to be localized.
6.5. The joint exercise (scenario, scripts, content etc.)
The annex consists of suggestions on how to plan, conduct and evaluate
a joint field/table top exercise. It uses examples from the Italian training
site in Poggioreale (Sicily) that is also used by INSARAG and for Modex by
the EU.
6.6. The logistic plan (resources, tools, etc.)
In this annex all instructions are given for the logistical actions to be
taken when planning a real life or virtual WAAP course.
6.7. The master trainers (Terms of Reference)
The annex gives suggestions for the skills and experience of the – to be
selected – master trainers:
6.8. The Manual of WAAP
This annex consists of the WAAP Manual and its annexes.
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6.1 The time schedule
(Course overview)
This Annex offers four different options for the WAAP training course:
Two which foresee a full week course, one for a reduced online webinar
of three days and finally a suggestion of how to conduct an e-learning
seminar.
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The WAAP course was originally intended to be a full week course with a minimum of
four days of lectures and a final exercise on the fifth day. During the project duration
it became clear that alternatives must be prepared that will offer solutions for other
training demands.
Thereof the first alternative was designed for those countries that have for religious or
cultural reasons no work or just a half working day on Fridays. As the COVID pandemic
continued all over 2020 it was also clear that a virtual training event must be designed
and out of this the idea of a series of e-learning lectures was born as an opportunity to
use the course either as a refresher or a specific customized session of lectures such as
for high level participants, interns, trainees or persons who just took over a post in the
field of disaster management.
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On the following pages each of the training course versions is explained, offering an
example of a time schedule and giving hints on possible further customisation of the
course.
It is important to know that the training courses are just one part of the whole WAAP
and the training methodology foresees that the participants are already aware of the
WAAP and the therefor the training course will help them to understand the process.
So thereof it is mandatory that the participants receive the WAAP Manual some weeks
before the course to study the topic to be prepared for the training event.
All trainers should be aware that the WAAP might need extensions of some lectures
due to local situation, thereof the time schedules will vary from country to country as
the original first design of the course was modified over the project duration:
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6.1.1 Version One: Full week training course, starting on
Monday
Within the project this time schedule was the original one. A typical adult training event
needing a full working week and designed for the use of a very special training place in
Sicily: the ruins of old Poggioreale.
The basic idea behind the schedule was the classic scheme: to arrive on Sunday, so that
the participants will start early on Monday morning with the course and will be able to
travel back on Friday afternoon/evening:
The original foreseen additional field training was taken out and replaced with additional sessions on sectorisation, needs and means as suggested by the observers and
BELICE Board of Experts.
This time schedule offers the complete amount of sessions and is thereof preferred by
the project as this course will have the best learning outcome.
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6.1.2 Version Two: Full week training course starting on
Sunday
Content wise identical to the Monday to Friday Course, but due to some sessions on
Sunday afternoon and one more session each day this course ends with the official
dinner on Thursday evening, enabling the participants to travel on Friday morning,
instead of Friday late afternoon as the other course. There is the possibility to add an
extra session for the exercise debrief on Friday morning on demand.

EN
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6.1.3 Version Three: The three-day virtual training course
The given time schedule is from the Virtual ToT course in November 2020. This option is
the minimum option for the training course! It consists of all essential lectures that are
important to transfer the knowledge of the new WAAP methodology to the participants.
It must be considered that virtual trainings are more tiring for the participants. Thereof
the design of the schedule used good practice from several EU projects that also had
to do virtual events due to the ongoing COVID pandemic. It is mandatory to keep the
frame of sessions of 45 minutes and breaks of 15 minutes and not to exceed the maximum per day amount of six sessions!
In the Lessons Learnt of the virtual ToT the recommendations from the participants and
observers were analysed and the course virtual ToT was

Please note: It is mandatory that the participants of the virtual training course receive
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the manual for self study prior (~7-10 days) to the course!

6.1.4 Version Four: The e-learning training course (webinar)
It is important to see the e-learning course not as fixed course option! It is more like a kit
of lectures that could be used to combine to webinars on the training needs demand of
the participants. The 32 sessions listed below are suggested for a whole training course,
in a logic order such as the full week training courses.
EN

Nonetheless it would not make sense to spread the course over a too long period i.e.,
such as a month or the like. Ideally the whole course as an e-learning version should
not last long than maximum three weeks. Thereof the following recommendations are
given as an idea of how to structure the e-learning course in an optimal way:
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OPTION ONE: THE AFTERNOON SESSIONS
This version of the whole course in e-learning sets a frame of three weeks and uses
multiple afternoons (twice a week), but needs more time from the participants due
to four sessions per afternoon and good trainer planning as the operational level and
decision maker level sessions are in parallel:

A different (and shorter) variation of the whole course in e-learning sets also a frame
of three weeks and uses multiple afternoons (twice a week) but with focus on the joint
and operational sessions only:

As participants from the decision maker level have very often limited time for webinars/e-learning, their specific course is concentrating on the absolute main aspects,
thereof short (just two sessions an afternoon):
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OPTION TWO: WAAP OVERVIEW AND REFRESHERS
There is always a need for refresher courses or general overviews on the topic of WAAP
due to personnel changing, getting retired etc.
These courses can be customized quite easily on demand. Three typical examples are
shown below:
General overview on WAAP (For new personnel)
Ideally a full day event of six sessions, or alternate as a two afternoon event (three
sessions each):
EN

If the course is done as a two afternoon event, it should be on two consecutive afternoons!

REFRESHER FOR OPERATIONAL STAFF
Depending on the operational level and duties many options are possible, like for example this e-learning event for local HQ operational staff that need to work solutions in the
case of a quake:

Other courses might concentrate on operational centre personnel that deal with information i.e., writing reports, preparing press department:

For all options a maximum of six sessions for a day should be obeyed and if split into two
afternoon events, it should be on two consecutive afternoons!
As international good practise the power points should be handed out to the participants after the course for self study. It possible there should be the option for a short
Q&A sessions at the end of the last session.
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6.2 The Curriculum overview
This annex consists of all training sessions of the curriculum giving an
introduction into content and learning targets of each session.
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The WAAP course was planed as a coherent set of sessions, each one structured by
learning targets (the outcome of the lecture) i.e., those aspects of the WAAP Manual
that should be understand in details for the transformation of the knowledge.
Thereof a frame was set and filled for all sessions. This annex contains all the originally
written sessions, so that the future master trainers can compare what the master trainers of the virtual ToT did to localise their own sessions.
EN

Some sessions cannot be found here for a simple reason: the lessons learnt from the
virtual ToT had several changes as a result. So some original 45 minutes sessions (for
example J14 Sectorisation) were extended to have more time to go deeper into detail,
use more examples etc. As the virtual ToT had no real course as a follow up, these
sessions were not designed yet and are no duty for the future master trainers within
the localisation works.
On the following pages all sessions are listed including even the exercise briefing and
debriefing. Important and not to forget: each training day ends with a short wrap up
sessions:
Day 1:

Wrap up of the day & summary

Topic:

None

Content:

Summing up the lessons
Last questions (if needed)
Handing out evaluation questionnaire

Learning Target: None
Day:
Topic:
Content:

Session J1
COURSE OVERVIEW
Short introduction of BELICE project, Introduction of trainers
Administrative, organisational and logistic information about the
course, training center and venue and Q&A session

Learning Target: None! Pure administrative/organisational session
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Day:

Session J2

Topic:

THE CLASSIC ASR1 “Old Style”

Content:

Introduction of ASR 1 definition according to INSARAG
Short overview of possible means to be used (helicopter, small
plane, satellite images) and expected outcomes of ASR 1

Learning Target: - Understanding the limitations of the “old approach”
- Understanding the need of a first rough damage estimation
- Recognizing the need for optimisation of the process
Day:

Session J3

Topic:

INTRODUCTION OF NEW ASR1 METHODOLOGY

Content:

Overview of INSARAG ASR Levels 1-5
Importance of ASR1 for decision making level
Limited outcome of classic ASR1
Importance of the additional ASR 1 elements
Coherent approach of new ASR1 methodology

Learning Target: - Understanding why new ASR1 was needed
- Being aware of the main differences
- Recognizing the benefits for operational and decision maker level
- Being eager to learn more
Day:

Session J4

Topic:

THE PRE-ASR PHASE

Content:

Introduction; key PRE-ASR elements such as risk mapping
INSARAG Capacity Building possibilities
Better prevention through building codes and retrofitting
Use of administrational data such as cadastral register
GIS mapping

Learning Target: - Being aware of already usable data and how to use it
- Understanding the importance of INSARAG capacity building
- Recognizing opportunities for quick assessment results
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Day:

Session J5

Topic:
Content:

THE ASR 0 PHASE
Introduction of the key PRE-ASR elements such as risk mapping
INSARAG Capacity Building possibilities
Better prevention through building codes and retrofitting
Use of administrational data such as cadastral register
GIS mapping

Learning Target: - Being aware of the influence of the barrier effect in this phase
- Understanding the importance of early prioritising

EN

- Understanding the 6 hours schedule related to the ASR 1
- Recognizing the natural influences such as day/night that hamper
the quick assessment start
Day:

Session J6

Topic:

MODERN ASR1: USING ELECTRONIC TOOLS & DATA

Content:

Using modern tools (UAV, Software based damage maps etc.)
Combing the “window view” with layers of other information

Learning Target: - Understanding how modern technology can enhance the
assessment
- Being aware of the time restraint for satellite images
Day:
Topic:
Content:

Session J7
INTERACTION BETWEEN LOCAL/REG/NATIONAL LEVEL
Who needs which data
How to balance limited means and human resources
Early decision making versus complete data exchange

Learning Target: - Being aware of the need for complete information to have a
comprehensive briefing/reporting system
- Understanding the impacts of non-interaction between the levels
- Understanding the need for quick established links between the
levels
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Day:
Topic:
Content:

Session J8
OPTIMIZING THE INFORMATION FLOW
Communication in emergencies
What is important information
Who needs which information
Reporting and briefing
Standardised forms and reports

Learning Target: - Being aware of the difficulties of information flow in emergencies
- Understanding the need for standardisation of reports and forms
- Understanding the need of the “big picture” for the decision
makers
Day:
Topic:
Content:

Session J9
FORMING SPECIFIC ASSESSMENT TEAMS
ToR for the personnel
Minimum size of assessment team
Training needs
Equipment roster

Learning Target: - Understanding the need for assessment experts
- Understanding the need for standardisation of reports and forms
- Recognizing the benefits from a quicker assessment result
Day:
Topic:
Content:

Session J10
THE BARRIER EFFECT
Introduction of the former EASeR project
The different elements of the barrier effect
How to limit the barrier effect

Learning Target: - Being aware of the existence of the effect
- Understanding the difficulties for mitigating the impact of the
effect
- Recognizing the opportunities for limiting the durance of the
effect
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Day:
Topic:
Content:

Session J11
DATA GATHERING
What kind of data is needed by which level in what time frame
What is essential data to look for, what is crucial data needed for
decision making?
A question of balance: crisis reaction decision on weak data
Ensuring reliable data: is social media data reliable?
Digression: The “Facebook effect” in the Haiti quake 2010

Learning Target: - Understanding the importance of different data “mindsets”
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- Being aware of the problems with social media data
- Recognizing the need for cross-checking of data
Day:
Topic:
Content:

Session J12
DATA SELECTION
How to pre-select potential data for analysis
Updates, potentially outdated data and risk of failure
Preparing data collections in advance (esp. cadastral data)
Preparing unified checklists for all levels

Learning Target: - Understanding the importance of identifying potential data
- Being aware of the risks in data selection
- Recognizing the need for ministerial & institutional regulations for
quick access to data
Day:
Topic:
Content:

Session J13
COMPILING DATA: FORMS AND STANDARDS
Introduction of INSARAG forms and EU MS examples
Formatting data as a barrier effect (data that cannot be used)
Digression: The INSARAG ICMS system

Learning Target: - Understanding the importance of quick data compilation
- Being aware of the benefits from standardization of forms and
data
- Recognizing the advantage of specific software solutions
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Day:
Topic:
Content:

Session J14
SECTORISATION
Sectorisation as the core for effective crisis reaction
Different kind of sectorisation
The relation between sectors and priorities

Learning Target: - Being aware of the importance of equal sectors
- Understanding that the workload is limited in the WAAP
- Recognising the benefit of early sectorisation
Day:
Topic:
Content:

Session J16
SETTING PRIORITIES
Balancing quick relief and limited means in the first hours
Individual (Public) versus critical infrastructure priorities
Prioritizing the relief forces

Learning Target: - Being aware of the impact of wrong priorities
- Understanding the difficulties in balancing the different priorities
- Recognising the importance of Pre-ASR/ ASR 0 for priority
identification
Day:
Topic:
Content:

Session J18
IDENTIFYING NEEDS
Personal needs versus community needs
Secondary needs (NFI/shelter/WatSan etc.)
Workforce needs (for the relief work)

Learning Target: - Being aware that you can’t feed all needs in the first hours
- Understanding the balance between needs and priorities
Day:
Topic:
Content:

Session J19
IDENTIFYING MEANS
The balance between the needs and the available means
Planning the necessary logistic chains
Human resources and the Base of Operations

Learning Target: - Being aware of the fact that means are always limited
- Understanding the need of reliable data for fitting means
- Recognizing the logistic challenges
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Day:
Topic:
Content:

Session J20
PREPARING FOR INCOMING ASSISTANCE
The INSARAG methodology on USAR coordination
The EU principles on Host Nation Support and Incoming Assistance

Learning Target: Being aware of existing coordination mechanism
Recognizing the need of preparatory planning to minimize the
barrier effect for intl. relief
Day:
Topic:

EN

Content:

Session O1
PREPAREDNESS & PREVENTION
Identifying and using material that already exists in many public
authorities, companies, other departments of Civil protection such
as cadastral registers, development plans, HazMat and infrastructure overviews, Geo-risk surveys etc.
How to organise a permanent flow of new data resources
Digression: The city of Aachen (Germany) and their example of data
updates in infrastructure

Learning Target: - Being aware of the advantages of these materials for the ASR 1
- Understanding the positive effect for the ASR 1 preparation
- Recognizing the need for better interaction within the different
departments of civil protection and local/regional administration
Day:

Session D1

Topic:
Content:

CASE STUDY: ITALY
Using the quake of Amatrice in 2016 as an typical example for dense
settlement old villages in remote areas of the Mediterranean’s
Case study focuses on the difficulties of decision making at regional
and national level
(Short) Q&A session

Learning Target: - Being aware of the generic problems “old settlement” & “remote
areas”
- Understanding the challenges in logistics, means and human
resources
- Understanding that these cases are “own work” as incoming assistance will be quite rare
- Recognizing the need for the “big picture”, i.e. gathering and
transmitting reliable and complete data within a limited time
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Day:

Session O2

Topic:
Content:

RISK MAPPING
Implementation of data from the preparedness and prevention into
risk maps and elaboration of reliable maps
Using risk maps for quicker decisions on how to assessment a region
Verifying outdated information
Role Model: The Munich Re-insurance and the NATHAN database

Learning Target: - Being aware of the benefits risk maps offer to assessment teams
- Understanding the importance of risk maps for correct sectorisation and priorisation
- Understanding the need for human resources to establish an “up
to date” level of risk maps
Day:

Session D2

Topic:
Content:

CASE STUDY: ALBANIA
Using the quake of Durres in 2019 as an typical example for dense
settlement in uncontrolled grown cities and villages with various
building styles in the Mediterranean’s
Case study focuses on the difficulties of decision making at regional
and national level and the incoming assistance
(Short) Q&A session

Learning Target: Being aware of the generic problems “uncontrolled growth” and
“lacking control of building codes”
- Understanding the challenges for a quick reliable ASR 1
- Understanding that additional work load due to incoming
assistance
- Recognizing the need for preparing the role in host nation support
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Day:
Topic:
Content:

Session O3
ANALYSING INFORMATION MANAGEMENT (IM)
Analysing if there are gaps or missing interfaces in IM
Preparing alternate communication options
Making sure that redundancy is available
Training on IM is essential for a better crisis management

Learning Target: - Being aware that only a fully working IM prevents information
gaps
- Understanding the need of alternatives and redundancy

EN

- Recognising the importance of a constant information flow
Day:
Topic:
Content:

Session D3
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
The importance of correct data for the media work
Addressing the needs and speaking about gaps early
Being ahead of the social media: Important or not?

Learning Target: - Being aware of the importance of actual information for the
citizens
- Understanding the risk of using social media
- Recognising the need for professional information management
Day:
Topic:
Content:

Session O4
ANALYSING LOGISTIC PROBLEMS
The 5P: Proper Planning Prevents Painful Performance
The eternal truth: There are never enough helicopters available
Time constrains and alternatives
Administrative solutions: Using company means

Learning Target: - Being aware of the importance of logistics as the core of relief
- Understanding the need of good planning
- Recognising the options alternatives can offer
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Day:
Topic:
Content:

Session D4
BREAK OUT SESSION (ON INFORMATION MANAGEMENT)
Introduction of group coaches
“The Haiti experience” as an example of good use of social media
Discussion in two groups on how this can be used nationally and
how the Government should use social media

Learning Target: - Being aware of the changes for “fresh detailed information”
- Understanding the risk of misleading or false information
- Recognising the social media forces into quicker decision making
Day:
Topic:
Content:

Session O5
ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGIES AND OPERATIONAL PLANS
Examples from Turkey, Chile and others
Defining operational plans
Q&A session

Learning Target: - Being aware of the different options of doing an assessment after
quakes
- Understanding the need for exact operational plans
Day:
Topic:
Content:

Session D5
PLENUM SUMMARY (ON INFORMATION MANAGEMENT)
Introduction of group results
Discussion
Frame of a guidance document on Information Management

Learning Target: - Being aware of the various aspects of Information Management
Day:
Topic:
Content:

Session O6
CHALLENGES: BALANCING MEANS AND NEEDS
How to interact in ICS with upcoming shortage in means
Interim solutions for needs that rise sharp
Dealing with time constrains

Learning Target: - Being aware of proper planning
- Understanding the need for early planning of alternatives
- Recognising the benefit od good coordination
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Day:
Topic:
Content:

Session D6
CHALLENGES: EXPECTATIONS FROM CITIZENS
Best of both worlds: Freeing relatives in the debris versus later
needs: Rapid shelter, WatSan and NFI
Bringing back normal life versus operational needs

Learning Target: - Being aware of the difficulty to feed all expectations
- Understanding the importance of a calm citizenship
- Recognising the need for quick perspectives
EN

Day:

Session O7

Topic:
Content:

THE BARRIER EFFECT (1) GROUPWORK
Experiences from recent missions
How to use the manual on Barrier effect for planning
Defining a checklist for ICS

Learning Target: - Being aware that the barrier effect is everywhere possible
- Understanding the need for being better prepared
- Recognising the benefit of the manual for planning
Day:
Topic:
Content:

Session D7
CHALLENGES: EXPECTATIONS FROM POLITICAL LEVEL
Politics versus operational realism
Documenting the political influence
Decision making must consider political implications

Learning Target: - Being aware of the political pressure
- Understanding the importance of transparent decisions
- Recognising the need of a complete mission log book
Day:

Session O8

Topic:
Content:

THE BARRIER EFFECT (2) PLENARY SESSION
Introduction of the group work results
Discussion
Defining a progressive approach against the effect

Learning Target: - Understanding the need for alternate plans
- Recognising the risk of slowing down relief work
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Day:
Topic:
Content:

Session D8
BARRIER EFFECT: IMPACT ON PLANS
How the barrier effect discredit good crisis management
Preplanning with barrier effect in mind
Having alternatives checked and ready

Learning Target: - Being aware of unforeseen impact on good plans
- Understanding the need of more detailed pre-planning
- Recognising the importance of more than just a single “Plan B”
Day:
Topic:
Content:

Session O9
AVOIDING INFORMATION GAPS AND OVERFLOW
Defining a checklist / questionnaire as unified tool
Setting realistic timelines for WAAP
Information is aging, how to avoid overflow with old data

Learning Target: - Being aware of service tool to avoid gaps in information
- Understanding the need for compressed time schedules
- Recognising the risk of overaged data
Day:
Topic:
Content:

Session D9
HANDLING SHORTAGES
Preparing national logistics and administration to deal with
shortages
Preparing an priority list for helicopter use
Identify early warning system if the national system cannot cope
with the needs

Learning Target: - Being aware that in a major disaster at an early stage there is
shortage
- Understanding the need for being prepared on a broad range and
nation wide
- Recognising the need of milestones that can be used as early
warning
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Day 4:

Session O10

Topic:

PREPARING ASR 2

Content:

Selecting possible BoO locations for the USAR Teams
Preparing for additional logistics
Preparing coordination structures

Learning Target: - Being aware of the need for qualifies coordination
- Understanding the importance of a logistic master plan
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Day 4:

Session D10

Topic:

SETTING PRIORITIES

Content:

Having pre defined priorities – nationwide - on all levels
Defining the level of priority based on the risk versus available
resources

Learning Target: - Being aware of the approach on equal priorities
- Understanding the importance of correct definitions
- Recognising the need for quick decision making
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Day :

EXERCISE BRIEFING

Topic:

Explaining the scenario

Content:

Verbal briefing on the quake situation and handing out a briefing
paper
Organisational and logistic information about the FEX/TTX
Introduction of FEX/TTX evaluators

Learning Target: None! Pure administrative/organisational session
Day 5:

JOINT FIELD AND TABLE TOP EXERCISE

Topic:

Using the fresh knowledge to fulfil duties in the respective work
level successfully

Content:

On local level (Field): Constant challenges by a developing scenario
such as acting as first responders directly after the quake, continuing later as specific assessment team and preparing for incoming
assistance
On regional level: Constant pressure as being “in between”, thereof
dealing with the local level (citizens and first responders) and the
information demands of the national level, coordinating the various
specific assessment teams, dealing with logistic problems etc.
On national level: Dealing with Media and Politicians, coordinating
the needs of the regions, managing information flow and getting
“the big picture”, finally deciding if incoming assistance is needed
and prepare as host nation.
For all participants: Constant interaction between all levels

Learning Target: - to verify the theoretical knowledge by practising it
- to understand the need of constant and reliable information flow
- to understand the coherent approach of the new ASR1
- recognizing the overall benefits of the new methodology
Day 5:

EXERCISE DEBRIEF

Topic:

Experience of Participants

Content:

Summary of the exercise by the exercise evaluators
Short SWOT analysis on exercise experiences
Identification of exercise parts that need to be fine tuned
Identification of good practice
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Learning Target: EXCON: Being aware of gaps in the scenario and missing injects
Participants: Recognizing the need of joint field exercise for better
implementation of the methodology

Day:

Wrap up of the course and certificates

Topic:
Content:

None
Summing up the course
Short debrief by course evaluators
Feedback from the participants

EN

Handing out FEX/TTX evaluation questionnaire
Handing out Course Certificates
Learning Target: None
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6.3 The session plans
(How to do the session)
This annex gives guidance how to prepare the sessions according to
different learning strategies or demands of the master trainers.
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All of the plans have been modified by the BELICE Board of Experts in the ToT Design
Workshop from the original Curriculum overview that can be found in Annex 6.2.
Annex 6.2. was left in the original state so that the master trainers can compare to
what level changes happened without leaving the intended path of the curriculum.
Nonetheless it is sort of dangerous to change to much as the training course needs to
be coherent and inclusive. Otherwise there is a risk that the participants might not fully
understand the WAAP methodology.
Please note: The session plans for J 15 “Priorisation Practical Session” and J17 “Setting
Priorities Practical Session” do not exit! These sessions must be developed by the master
trainers according to their specific country situation and thereof use local examples as
the base for the practical session!
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The standardized form of the session plan is international good practice used by many
organisations such as the UN and helping the master trainers to easily localise a session
if needed and still staying within the methodology.
However, it is important to think first of the intended learning outcome before the
didactic decision is made how to structure the session. As the sessions are 45 minutes as
a standard for duration, there should be no “over hours” i.e., if a localized version needs
additional content and exceeded the 45 minute schedule, an additional session should
be foreseen. This way was already used as a lessons learnt from the virtual ToT where
the observers suggested to extend the most important sessions such as “Sectorisation”
with more content and examples for better understanding. Thereof the reader will find
just one session plan for J14 (Sectorisation), J18 (Identifying Needs) and J19 (Identifying
Means) as those sessions have been modified due to the lessons learnt and thereof
have two units of 45 minutes each!
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6.3.1 Session J1 Course Overview
Duration: 45 minutes
Session Aim: To give an overview about the course structure and the relevant admin
information
Learning Outcomes:
■■ Participants will understand the time schedule and course structure
■■ Participants will be aware of the BELICE project and how the WAAP methodology was developed
■■ Participants will learn about the relevant spots in New Poggioreale and the essential admin information
Materials/Preparation:
Materials:
■■ Classroom set up in modular tables of up to 4 groups (for later group work)
■■ Flipcharts and/or dry-erase boards for participants to record notes
■■ Projector, Laptop or Computer, Screen, laser pointer, multi plug electricity cord,
WIFI router
■■ Briefing folders for the participants
■■ WIFI PASSWORD!!!!!
Preparation:
■■ Review training course schedule, city map of Poggioreale and content of briefing folder
References:
Power point presentation “J1 Course overview”
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Time

Topic

Method

Facilitator Notes/Visuals

5
mins

Lecture

Briefing

• Introduction of the Instructor
• Admin Info and AOB

5
mins

Lecture

Briefing

• Introduction of the master trainers
• Overview of Project BELICE:
How it all started: Poggioreale
ASR1 according INSARAG

EN

20
mins

Lecture

Briefing

The real ASR1: what we learnt in
recent quakes
The joint project of Italy/France
and Germany
The new tripartite approach on
ASR1
The methodology
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5
mins

Activity

Small group
discussion

• Groups discuss for 5 minutes what
they expect from the course

10
mins

Activity

Group
presentation

• Groups present 2-3 key points
from their discussions

6.3.2 Session J2: The classic ASR1 “old style”
Duration: 45 minutes
Session Aim: To introduce the former “state of the art” by INSARAG
Learning Outcomes:
■■ Understanding the limitation of the “old approach”
■■ Understanding the need for a first rough damage estimation
■■ Recognizing the need for optimization of the process
Materials/Preparation:
Materials:
■■ Classroom set up in modular tables of up to 4 groups (for later group work)
■■ Flipcharts and/or dry-erase boards for participants to record notes
■■ Projector, Laptop or Computer, Screen, laser pointer, multi plug electricity cord,
WIFI router
■■ Briefing folders for the participants
■■ WIFI PASSWORD!!!!!
Preparation:
■■ Review PWP prior to lecture
References:
Power point presentation “J2 The classic ASR1 “old style”
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Time

Topic

5
mins

Lecture

Method
Briefing

Facilitator Notes/Visuals
•

Introduction of the Instructor

•

Introduction of the ASR1 definition
according to INSARAG
Short history of how the ASR1 was
defined within the different versions of
the INSARAG Guidelines
Overview of the possible means to
be used such as planes, helicopters,
satellite images
Expected outcomes of the ASR1

•
40
mins
EN

Lecture

Briefing

•
•
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6.3.3 Session J3: Introduction of the new ASR1
methodology
Duration: 45 minutes
Session Aim: To introduce the basic elements of the new methodology and to point out
the main advantages
Learning Outcomes:
■■ Understanding why the new ASR1 was needed
■■ Being aware of the main differences
■■ Recognizing the benefits for operational and decision maker level
■■ Being eager to learn more
Materials/Preparation:
Materials:
■■ Classroom set up in modular tables of up to 4 groups (for later group work)
■■ Flipcharts and/or dry-erase boards for participants to record notes
■■ Projector, Laptop or Computer, Screen, laser pointer, multi plug electricity cord,
WIFI router
■■ Briefing folders for the participants
■■ WIFI PASSWORD!!!!!
Preparation:
■■ Review PWP prior to lecture
References:
Power point presentation “J3 Introduction of new ASR1 methodology”
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Time

Topic

5
mins

Lecture

40
mins
EN
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Lecture

Method

Facilitator Notes/Visuals

Briefing

•

Introduction of the Instructor

Briefing

• Overview of Project BELICE:
How it all started: Poggioreale
ASR1 according INSARAG
The real ASR1: what we learnt in recent
quakes
The joint project of Italy/France and
Germany
The new tripartite approach on ASR1
The methodology

6.3.4 Session J4: THE PRE-ASR PHASE
Duration: 45 minutes
Session Aim: to give an overview on the importance of PRE-ASR Phase and its benefit
Learning Outcomes:
■■ Participants will be aware of Preparedness, analysis and planning activities by
local authorities linked to Crisis management organisation
■■ Participants will be aware of Knowledge of the territory, situational awareness
■■ Participants will understand timeline of ASR phases and specifically the time
position of Pre-ASR
■■ Participants will be aware of what is the Pre-ASR aim and what it can look for.
Materials/Preparation:
Materials:
■■ Classroom set up in modular tables of up to 4 groups (for later group work)
■■ Flipcharts and/or dry-erase boards for participants to record notes
■■ Projector, Laptop or Computer, Screen, laser pointer, multi plug electricity cord,
WIFI router
■■ Briefing folders for the participants
■■ WIFI PASSWORD!!!!!
Preparation:
■■ Review PWP prior to the lecture
References:
Power point presentation “J4 The PRE-ASR PHASE”
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Time

Topic

5
mins

Lecture

Method

Briefing

Facilitator Notes/Visuals

•

Introduction of the Instructor

•

Film and testimonies : what was
missing in the historical earthquake ?
What do you need to prepare yourself
to an earthquake and deploy quicker
as possible the rescue teams with
efficiency ?
Why do we need a pre-ASR phase ?
Schematic of the timeline of ASR
phases

•
2O
mins

EN
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Lecture

Active PWP
presentation

10
mins

Activity

Small group
discussion

5
mins

Activity

Global
group
interactivity

•
•

•
•
•

Groups discussion about actual level of
preparedness of their territory…
Use of self evaluation document
What are the 4 key points of this
sessions ?

6.3.5 Session J5: THE ASR0 PHASE
Duration: 45 minutes
Session Aim: to give an overview on the importance of ASR0 Phase and its benefit
Learning Outcomes:
■■ Participants will be aware of what is ASR0
■■ Participants will be aware of the 6 hours
■■ Participants will be aware of influence of barrier effect
■■ Participants will understand importance of early priorisation
■■ Participants will recognize the influence of period of the event that hamper the
quick assesment start
Materials/Preparation:
Materials:
■■ Classroom set up in modular tables of up to 4 groups (for later group work)
■■ Flipcharts and/or dry-erase boards for participants to record notes
■■ Projector, Laptop or Computer, Screen, laser pointer, multi plug electricity cord,
WIFI router
■■ Briefing folders for the participants
■■ WIFI PASSWORD!!!!!
Preparation:
■■ Review PWP prior to the lecture
References:
Power point presentation “J5 The ASR0 Phase”
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Time

Topic

5
mins

Lecture

Method
Briefing

35
mins

Lecture

Active PWP
presentation

5
mins

Activity

Global
group
interactivity
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Facilitator Notes/Visuals
•

Introduction of the Instructor

•
•
•
•
•
•

Barrier effect
Why the ASR0 is important
Link with pre ASR
What is early priorisation in this phase
6 hours…. Why ?
How to deal with the period of the
event (hour, day, month, weather…)

•

What are the 4 key points of this
sessions ?

6.3.6 Session J6: MODERN ASR1 – USING ELECTRONIC
TOOLS & DATA
Duration: 45 minutes
Session Aim: to give an overview on the importance of PRE-ASR Phase and its benefit

Learning Outcomes:
■■ Participants will be aware of the modern tools for assessment (UAVs,
Helicopters, etc.)
■■ Mapping technologies (software based damage maps)
■■ Combing the “window view” with layers of other information about the area
■■ Benefits and weakness of these technologies on the wide area assessment
Materials/Preparation:
Materials:
■■ Classroom set up in modular tables of up to 4 groups (for later group work)
■■ Flipcharts and/or dry-erase boards for participants to record notes
■■ Projector, Laptop or Computer, Screen, laser pointer, multi plug electricity cord,
WIFI router
■■ Briefing folders for the participants
■■ WIFI PASSWORD!!!!!
Preparation:
■■ Review PWP prior to the lecture
References:
Power point presentation “J6 Modern ASR1”
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Time

Topic

5
mins

Lecture

35
mins

Lecture

Method
Briefing

Active PWP
presentation

EN

Facilitator Notes/Visuals
•

Introduction of the Instructor

•

Aerial tools: UAVs, Helicopters to catch
aerial pictures of the stricken area
Satellite tools (e.g. Copernicus)
Softwares (shakemaps, etc...)
Social Media
How the main items can be managed in
a map - Some examples
benefits and weakness in the different
phases of ASR

•
•
•
•
•

5
mins
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Activity

Global
group
interactivity

•

What are the 4 key points of this
sessions ?

6.3.7 Session J7: INTERACTION BETWEEN LOCAL/
REGIONAL/NATIONAL LEVEL
Duration: 45 minutes
Session Aim: State and territory emergency management, relations between State
level and below state level
Learning Outcomes:
■■ Participants will be aware of the need for complete information to have a comprehensive briefing/reporting system;
■■ Participants will be understand the impacts of non effective interaction between
the levels;
■■ Participants will be understand the need for a quick established links between
the levels.
Materials/Preparation:
Materials:
■■ Specific materials
■■ Real examples, past experiences
■■ Pictures, videos
■■ Make information available before the event

Preparation:
■■ Review PWP prior to the lecture
References:
Power point presentation “J7
NATIONAL LEVEL”

INTERACTION BETWEEN LOCAL/REGIONAL/
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Topic

Method

5
mins

Lecture

Briefing

10
min

Discussion

Briefing

•

Introduction of the Instructor

•

Introduction about different model
from different country

•

What happen at the system when an
event strikes
Initial operational activity at the local
level, control of escalating operations
Responsibilities between levels and
Hierarchy of plans
Data sharing, criticalities and
interconnection between planning
process

•

EN

15
mins

Facilitator Notes/Visuals

Lecture

Briefing

•
•
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5
mins

Activity

Small group
discussion

•

Groups discuss for 5 minutes what
they expect from the course

10
mins

Activity

Group
presentation

•

Groups present 2-3 key points from
their discussions

6.3.8 Session J8: OPTIMIZING THE INFORMATION FLOW
Duration: 45 minutes
Session Aim: Get information available and flowing before and during an emergency
Learning Outcomes:
■■ Participants will be aware of the difficulties of the information flow in
emergencies;
■■ Participants will understand the need for standardization template for emergency management;
■■ Participants will understand the need for the “big pictures” for the decision makers and technical level;
Materials/Preparation:
Materials:
■■ Specific materials that highlights needs and solutions adopted in past
emergencies
■■ Real examples, past experiences
■■ Pictures, videos
Preparation:
■■ Review PWP prior to the lecture
References:
Power point presentation “J8 OPTIMIZING THE INFORMATION FLOW”
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Time
5
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Lecture

Method
Briefing

Lecture

Introduction of the Instructor

•

Information trend after an event
strikes
Most common information gaps and
likely needs of local authority in the
aftermath of an earthquake
Circular Iterative Process of
information management (Collect,
process, analyse, disseminate)

10
min

Discussion

Briefing

Activity

Group
presentation

Briefing
•

EN
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•

•

20
mins

10
mins

Facilitator Notes/Visuals

•

Information flow to standardised
forms

•

Groups present 2-3 key points
from their discussions (positive and
negative points)

6.3.9 Session J9: Forming specific assessment teams
Duration: 45 minutes
Session Aim: to describe the main points to consider to build a specific assessment
team
Learning Outcomes:
■■ How to build a team for assessment: Terms of Reference, competences, skills,
training
■■ Equipment, reports and forms to perform an assessment - examples
■■ strengthen and weakness on the wide area assessment in the different phases
of ASR
Materials/Preparation:
Materials:
■■ Classroom set up in modular tables of up to 4 groups (for later group work)
■■ Flipcharts and/or dry-erase boards for participants to record notes
■■ Projector, Laptop or Computer, Screen, laser pointer, multi plug electricity cord,
WIFI router
■■ Briefing folders for the participants
■■ WIFI PASSWORD!!!!!

Preparation:
■■ Review PWP prior to the lecture
References:
Power point presentation “J9 Forming specific assessment teams”
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5
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Lecture
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5
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Conclusion

Method
Briefing

Active PWP
presentation
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group
discussion

Facilitator Notes/Visuals
•

Introduction of the Instructor

•

•
•

Personnel: Terms of Reference,
competences, skills, training
equipment
reports and forms – the
standardisation results
examples

•

Final outcomes

•
•

6.3.10 Session J10: BARRIER EFFECTS
Duration: 45 minutes
Session Aim: to give an overview on the importance of the barrier effects
Learning Outcomes:
■■ The different barrier effects;
■■ the impact on the population, on the scenario, on the rescuers
■■ the EASeR Project Outcomes
■■ Is possible to limit the barrier effects?
■■ Examples (Amatrice, Rigopiano, etc..)
Materials/Preparation:
Materials:
■■ Classroom set up in modular tables of up to 4 groups (for later group work)
■■ Flipcharts and/or dry-erase boards for participants to record notes
■■ Projector, Laptop or Computer, Screen, laser pointer, multi plug electricity cord,
WIFI router
■■ Briefing folders for the participants
■■ WIFI PASSWORD!!!!!
Preparation:
■■ Review PWP prior to the lecture
References:
Power point presentation “J10 Barrier effects”
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5
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Lecture

Method
Briefing

35
mins

Lecture

Active PWP
presentation

5
mins

Activity

group
interactivity

Facilitator Notes/Visuals
Introduction of the Instructor
The different barrier effects;
the impact on the population, on the
scenario, on the rescuers
the EASeR Project Outcomes
Is possible to limit the barrier effects?
Examples (Amatrice, Rigopiano, etc..)

EN
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Final Outcomes

6.3.11 Session J11: DATA GATHERING
Duration: 45 minutes
Session Aim: Method of gathering, increasing levels of detail progressively and checking data
Learning Outcomes:
■■ Participants will be aware of the fundamental method to gathering the information (situation report, electronic tools & data, media, physical reconnaissance of
the affected area, request of assistance, control rooms)
■■ Participants will understand the importance of different data “mindsets”
■■ Participants will recognize the need for cross-checking data.
Materials/Preparation:
Materials:
■■ Specific materials that highlights needs and solutions adopted in past
emergencies
■■ Real examples, past experiences
■■ Pictures, videos
■■ virtual OSOCC, GDACS and others
Preparation:
■■ Review PWP prior to the lecture
References:
Power point presentation “J11 - Data Gathering”
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Time
5
mins

25
mins

EN

Topic
Lecture

Lecture

Method
Briefing

Briefing

Facilitator Notes/Visuals
•

Introduction of the Instructor

•

Information management and
preparedness phase (maintain
records, share it and collect)
necessary to define the extent of the
situation
Early decision making versus
complete data exchange
Relationship between gather the
information (fundamental method)
and providing a faster response
Ensuring reliable data from citizens
and social media

•
•
•
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5 min

Discussion

Briefing

10
mins

Activity

Group
presentation

•

Perspectives on effective ways to
leverage social media

•

Groups present 2-3 key points from
their discussions

6.3.12 Session J12: DATA SELECTION
Duration: 45 minutes
Session Aim: Methods to select data to get intelligence
Learning Outcomes:
■■ Participants will understand the importance of identifying updated potential
data
■■ Participants will be aware of the risks in data selection
■■ Participants will recognize the need for regulations for quick access to data
Materials/Preparation:
Materials:
■■ Specific materials that highlights needs and solutions adopted in past
emergencies
■■ Real examples, past experiences
■■ Pictures, videos
Preparation:
■■ Review PWP prior to the lecture
References:
Power point presentation “J12 Data Selection”
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Time
5
mins

Topic
Lecture

Method
Briefing

Facilitator Notes/Visuals
•

Introduction of the Instructor

•

Necessity to evaluation and
interpretation of data for disseminate
relevant information
Relevance, accuracy, significance
and implications allow the decision
making to proceed in a constantly
dynamic way
Assessing and interpretation process
to convert data to intelligence
Does this relevance produce further
information or change existing
information?
Is confirmation required;
Does the information have urgent
implications?
It is significant?

•
EN

20
mins

Lecture

Briefing

•
•
•
•
•
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10
min

Discussion

Briefing

10
mins

Activity

Group
presentation

•

How to ensure effective promulgation
of the results?

•

Groups present 2-3 key points from
their discussions

6.3.13 Session J13: COMPILING DATA: FORMS &
STANDARDS
Duration: 45 minutes
Session Aim: to give an overview on the importance of correct management of forms
and standards
Learning Outcomes:
■■ The importance of forms and standards to report the data
■■ Introduction on INSARAG forms and EU examples
■■ The compiling of the data could be a barrier effect in itself?
■■ The advantages of specific software solutions
Materials/Preparation:
Materials:
■■ Classroom set up in modular tables of up to 4 groups (for later group work)
■■ Flipcharts and/or dry-erase boards for participants to record notes
■■ Projector, Laptop or Computer, Screen, laser pointer, multi plug electricity cord,
WIFI router
■■ Briefing folders for the participants
■■ WIFI PASSWORD!!!!
Preparation:
■■ Review PWP prior to the lecture
References:
Power point presentation “J13 Compiling data: forms & standards”
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5
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Lecture
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mins

Lecture

5
mins
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Method
Briefing
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presentation

Facilitator Notes/Visuals
•

Introduction of the Instructor

•
•
•

The importance of forms and standards
INSARAG forms and EU examples
The compiling of the data could be a
barrier effect in itself?
The advantages of specific software
solutions

•

EN
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group
interactivity

•

Final Outcomes

6.3.14 Session J14: SECTORISATION 1
Duration: 45 minutes
Session Aim: to give an overview on the importance of the sectorisation
Learning Outcomes:
■■ Understanding the importance of the sectorisation
■■ Being aware of sectors sizing and sector ID
■■ Recognize that the sectorisation is a dynamic process: the “active sectors”
■■ Recognizing the benefit of the early sectorisation
Materials/Preparation:
Materials:
■■ Classroom set up in modular tables of up to 4 groups (for later group work)
■■ Flipcharts and/or dry-erase boards for participants to record notes
■■ Projector, Laptop or Computer, Screen, laser pointer, multi plug electricity cord,
WIFI router
■■ Briefing folders for the participants
WIFI PASSWORD!!!!!
Preparation:
■■ Review PWP prior to the lecture
References:
Power point presentation “J14 Sectorisation 1”
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5
mins

Lecture

Method
Briefing

•

• pre-sectorisation, strengths and
weaknesses
• Sectorisation in ASR1: Sectors
sizing and sector ID
• “active sector”
• Outcomes of Wide Area
Assessment Process (WAAP)
• Examples: right and wrong choices

30
mins

Lecture

Active PWP
presentation

10
mins

Activity

group
interactivity

EN
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Facilitator Notes/Visuals

•

Introduction of the Instructor

Final Outcomes and practical group
exercise

6.3.15 Session J14: SECTORISATION 2
Duration: 45 minutes
Session Aim: to give an overview on the importance of the sectorisation
Learning Outcomes
■■ Understanding the importance of the sectorisation
■■ Being aware of sectors sizing and sector ID
■■ Recognize that the sectorisation is a dynamic process: the “active sectors”
■■ Recognizing the benefit of the early sectorisation
Materials/Preparation:
Materials:
■■ Classroom set up in modular tables of up to 4 groups (for later group work)
■■ Flipcharts and/or dry-erase boards for participants to record notes
■■ Projector, Laptop or Computer, Screen, laser pointer, multi plug electricity cord,
WIFI router
■■ Briefing folders for the participants
■■ WIFI PASSWORD!!!!!
Preparation:
■■ Review PWP prior to the lecture
References:
Power point presentation “J14 Sectorisation 2”
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5
mins
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Lecture

Method
Briefing

Active PWP
presentation

EN

Facilitator Notes/Visuals
•

Introduction of the Instructor

•

pre-sectorisation, strengths and
weaknesses
Sectorisation in ASR1: Sectors
sizing and sector ID
“active sector”
Outcomes of Wide Area
Assessment Process (WAAP)
Examples: right and wrong choices

•
•
•
•

10
mins
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Activity

group
interactivity

•

Final Outcomes and practical group
exercise

6.3.16 Session J16: SETTING PRIORITIES
Duration: 45 minutes
Session Aim: Setting priorities based on evolving situational awareness
Learning Outcomes:
■■ Participants will be aware of the impact of right and wrong priorities
■■ Participants will understand the difficulties in balancing the different priorities
■■ Participants will recognize the importance of Pre-ASR/ASR 0 for priority
identification
Materials/Preparation:
Materials:
■■ Specific materials that highlights needs and solutions adopted in past
emergencies
■■ Real examples, past experiences
■■ Pictures, videos
Preparation:
■■ Review PWP prior to the lecture
References:
Power point presentation “J16 Setting priorities”
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Topic
Lecture

Method
Briefing

Facilitator Notes/Visuals
•

Introduction of the Instructor

•

Size up of the situation using the
available information
Operational problem solving and
decision making
Identify relevant factor and make
logical deduction
Factors which are relevant to the
problem which has to be solved (e.g.
time and distance, weather, type of
hazard, access, resource available,
support and communications)
Balancing the advantages and
disadvantage in a solution

•
•
20
mins

EN

Lecture

Briefing

•

•
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10
min

Discussion

Briefing

10
mins

Activity

Group
presentation

•

Problem solving format: which are the
main elements? (aim, factors, courses
open, plan)

•

Groups present 2-3 key points from
their discussions

6.3.17 Session J18: IDENTIFYING NEEDS 1
Duration: 45 minutes
Session Aim: to give an overview on the importance of the identification of the main
needs
Learning Outcomes:
■■ Being aware that you cannot feed all the needs in the first hours
■■ Understanding the balance between needs and priorities
Materials/Preparation:
Materials:
■■ Classroom set up in modular tables of up to 4 groups (for later group work)
■■ Flipcharts and/or dry-erase boards for participants to record notes
■■ Projector, Laptop or Computer, Screen, laser pointer, multi plug electricity cord,
WIFI router
■■ Briefing folders for the participants
WIFI PASSWORD!!!!!
Preparation:
■■ Review PWP prior to the lecture
References:
Power point presentation “J18 Identifying Needs 1”
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5
mins

Lecture

Briefing

•

Introduction of the Instructor

20
mins

Activity

group
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•

Brainstorming on Needs and priorities

•
•

Individual and community needs
Secondary needs (NFI/Shelters,
Water Purification, etc..)
Workforce and logistic needs in the
relief system
The importance of identifying all
the needs in the first hours

20
mins

EN

Lecture

Method

Active PWP
presentation

Facilitator Notes/Visuals

•
•
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6.3.18 Session J18: IDENTIFYING NEEDS 2
Duration: 45 minutes
Session Aim: to give an overview on the importance of the identification of the main
needs
Learning Outcomes:
■■ Being aware that you cannot feed all the needs in the first hours
■■ Understanding the balance between needs and priorities
Materials/Preparation:
Materials:
■■ Classroom set up in modular tables of up to 4 groups (for later group work)
■■ Flipcharts and/or dry-erase boards for participants to record notes
■■ Projector, Laptop or Computer, Screen, laser pointer, multi plug electricity cord,
WIFI router
■■ Briefing folders for the participants
■■ WIFI PASSWORD!!!!!
Preparation:
■■ Review PWP prior to the lecture
References:
Power point presentation “J18 Identifying Needs 2”
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Topic

5
mins

Lecture

Briefing

•

Introduction of the Instructor

20
mins

Activity

group
interactivity

•

Brainstorming on Needs and priorities

•
•

Individual and community needs
Secondary needs (NFI/Shelters, Water
Purification, etc..)
Workforce and logistic needs in the
relief system
The importance of identifying all the
needs in the first hours

20
mins

EN

Lecture

Method

Active PWP
presentation

Facilitator Notes/Visuals

•
•
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6.3.19 Session J19: IDENTIFYING MEANS 1
Duration: 45 minutes
Session Aim: to give an overview on the importance of the identification of the main
means
Learning Outcomes:
■■ Being aware of the fact that means are always limited
■■ Understanding the needs and priorities for fitting means
■■ Recognizing the logistic challenges
Materials/Preparation:
Materials:
■■ Classroom set up in modular tables of up to 4 groups (for later group work)
■■ Flipcharts and/or dry-erase boards for participants to record notes
■■ Projector, Laptop or Computer, Screen, laser pointer, multi plug electricity cord,
WIFI router
■■ Briefing folders for the participants
■■ WIFI PASSWORD!!!!!
Preparation:
■■ Review PWP prior to the lecture
References:
Power point presentation “J19 Identifying Means 1”
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5
mins

Lecture

40
mins
EN
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Lecture

Method
Briefing

Active PWP
presentation

Facilitator Notes/Visuals
•

Introduction of the Instructor

•

The balance between the needs
and the available means
Planning the necessary logistic
chains
Deployment of human resources
and identifying of the elements of
the base of operations

•
•

6.3.20 Session J19: IDENTIFYING MEANS 2
Duration: 45 minutes
Session Aim: to give an overview on the importance of the identification of the main
means
Learning Outcomes:
■■ Being aware of the fact that means are always limited
■■ Understanding the needs and priorities for fitting means
■■ Recognizing the logistic challenges
Materials/Preparation:
Materials:
■■ Classroom set up in modular tables of up to 4 groups (for later group work)
■■ Flipcharts and/or dry-erase boards for participants to record notes
■■ Projector, Laptop or Computer, Screen, laser pointer, multi plug electricity cord,
WIFI router
■■ Briefing folders for the participants
■■ WIFI PASSWORD!!!!!
Preparation:
■■ Review PWP prior to the lecture
References:
Power point presentation “J19 Identifying Means 2”
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5
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Lecture

Method
Briefing

Facilitator Notes/Visuals
Introduction of the Instructor
•

40
mins
EN
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Lecture

Active PWP
presentation

•
•

The balance between the needs
and the available means
Planning the necessary logistic
chains
Deployment of human resources
and identifying of the elements of
the base of operations

6.3.21 Session O1: PREPAREDNESS AND PREVENTION
Duration: 45 minutes
Session Aim: create the conditions allowing permanent flow of usable data
Learning Outcomes:
■■ Be aware of the advantages of materials already exists to assist operational level
in ASR1 directly or via a back office support provided by authority
■■ Understanding the positive effect for the ASR1 preparation
■■ Recognizing the needs for better interaction within the civil protection system
and local/regional leve
Materials/Preparation:
Materials:
■■ Specific materials that highlights needs and solutions adopted in past
emergencies
■■ Real examples to explain in the discussion activity
■■ Pictures, videos
Preparation:
Review PWP prior to the lecture
References:
Power point presentation O1 – PREPAREDNESS AND PREVENTION”
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Lecture

Method
Briefing

Briefing

EN

Facilitator Notes/Visuals
•

Introduction of the Instructor

•

Most common information
needs (e.g. cadastral registers,
development plans, HazMat and
infrastructure overviews, Geo-risk
surveys, population exposure)
Local authorities should make key
point information available for
operational level
Example of data updates

•
•
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5 min

Discussion

Briefing

10
mins

Activity

Group
presentation

•

Opportunity in standardization the
structure of the plan (e.g. special
annex and methodology to share
easily)

•

Groups present 2-3 key points from
their discussions

6.3.22 Session O2: RISK MAPPING
Duration: 45 minutes
■■ Session Aim: create the conditions making possible for first responders to adapt
their tactics
Learning Outcomes:
■■ Be aware of the benefits risk map offer to assessment teams
■■ Understanding the importance of risk maps for correct sectorisation and
priorisation
■■ Understanding the need for human resources to establish an “up to date” level
of risk map
Materials/Preparation:
Materials:
■■ Specific materials that highlights needs and solutions adopted
■■ Real examples to explain in the discussion activity
■■ Pictures, videos
Preparation:
Review PWP prior to the lecture
References:
Power point presentation “O2 – RISK MAPPING”
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EN
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Topic

Method

Facilitator Notes/Visuals

5
mins

Lecture

Briefing

•

Introduction of the Instructor

10
min

Discussion

Briefing and
brainstorming

•

What are the benefits, what are the
challenges

20
mins

Lecture

Briefing

• Element at risk and the context
Minimum risk, maximum operational
benefits
Connections between risk mapping and
sectorization/prioritazing

10
mins

Activity

Group
presentation

Groups present 2-3 key points from their
discussions

6.3.23 Session O3: Analysing Information Management
Duration: 45 minutes
Session Aim: creating a functioning information management system for the crisis
intervention
Learning Outcomes:
■■ Being aware that only a fully working Information Management prevents information gaps
■■ Understanding the need of alternatives and redundancies
■■ Recognizing the importance of a constant information flow
Materials/Preparation:
Materials:
■■ Classroom set up in modular tables of up to 4 groups (for later group work)
■■ Flipcharts and/or dry-erase boards for participants to record notes
■■ Projector, Laptop or Computer, Screen, laser pointer, multi plug electricity cord,
WIFI router
■■ Briefing folders for the participants
WIFI PASSWORD!!!!!
Preparation:
■■ Review PWP prior to the lecture
References:
Power point presentation O3 “Analysing Information Management”
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Lecture

Briefing
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Discussion

Brainstorming
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EN

Topic

Lecture

Briefing

Facilitator Notes/Visuals
•

Introduction of the Instructor

•

What is good information
Management

•
•

Analysis of possible gaps
Missing interfaces in Information
management
Preparing redundancies and
alternatives
Information management training

•
•
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6.3.24 Session O4: Analyzing logistic problems
Duration: 45 minutes
Session Aim: Recognizing the various solutions to solve logistic problems
Learning Outcomes:
■■ Being aware of the importance of logistics as the core of relief
■■ Understanding the need of good planning
■■ Recognising the options alternatives can offer
Materials/Preparation:
Materials:
■■ Classroom set up in modular tables of up to 4 groups (for later group work)
■■ Flipcharts and/or dry-erase boards for participants to record notes
■■ Projector, Laptop or Computer, Screen, laser pointer, multi plug electricity cord,
WIFI router
■■ Briefing folders for the participants
■■ WIFI PASSWORD!!!!!
Preparation:
■■ Review PWP prior to the lecture
References:
Power point presentation “O4 Analyzing logistic problems”
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Method

Facilitator Notes/Visuals

5
mins

Lecture

Briefing

•

Introduction of the Instructor

•

The 5P: Proper Planning Prevents
Painful Performance
The eternal truth: There are never
enough helicopters available
Time constrains and alternatives
Administrative solutions: Using
company means

25
mins

Lecture

Briefing

15
min

Activity

Groupdiscussion

EN
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•
•
•
•

Own experience with solving logistic
problems in disasters

6.3.25 Session O5: Assessment methodologies and
operational plans
Duration: 45 minutes
Session Aim: to learn about the different methods to prepare an assessment
Learning Outcomes:
■■ Being aware of the different options of doing an assessment after quakes
■■ Understanding the need for exact operational plans
Materials/Preparation:
Materials:
■■ Classroom set up in modular tables of up to 4 groups (for later group work)
■■ Flipcharts and/or dry-erase boards for participants to record notes
■■ Projector, Laptop or Computer, Screen, laser pointer, multi plug electricity cord,
WIFI router
■■ Briefing folders for the participants
■■ WIFI PASSWORD!!!!!
Preparation:
■■ Review PWP prior to the lecture
References:
Power point presentation “O5: Assessment methodologies and operational plans”
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Lecture

Method
Briefing

Active PWP
presentation

Facilitator Notes/Visuals
•

Introduction of the Instructor

•
•

Why are operational plans needed?
The importance of developing (detailed)
operational plans
The advantages of Standard Operating
Procedures
Cultural and other influences that
might interact with the methodology
development

•
•

6.3.26 Session O6: Challenges: balancing means and
needs
Duration: 45 minutes
Session Aim: to learn about proper balancing between means and needs
Learning Outcomes:
■■ Be aware that the means are limited resources in assessment activities
■■ Recognizing that needs usually exceeding the amount of means during the first
hours of the impact
■■ Be aware that the proper planning avoids mis-balancing means and needs
Materials/Preparation:
Materials:
■■ Classroom set up in modular tables of up to 4 groups (for later group work)
■■ Flipcharts and/or dry-erase boards for participants to record notes
■■ Projector, Laptop or Computer, Screen, laser pointer, multi plug electricity cord,
WIFI router
■■ Briefing folders for the participants
■■ WIFI PASSWORD!!!!!
Preparation:
■■ Review PWP prior to the lecture
References:
Power point presentation “O6: Challenges: balancing means and needs”
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Briefing
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Group
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20
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Lecture

Method

Active PWP
presentation

Facilitator Notes/Visuals
•

Introduction of the Instructor

•

Group experience on the balance
between means and needs in the first
hours of an emergency

•

Means as limited resources in
assessment activities
Needs exceeding the amount of means
Planning and coordination to have
the best balance between means and
needs

•
•

6.3.27 Session O7: The Barrier Effects
Duration: 45 minutes
Session Aim: to learn about the importance of barrier effects during the assessment
activities
Learning Outcomes:
■■ Getting deeper understanding on the different barrier effects (as session J10)
■■ Recognizing how to deal and mitigate these effects during the assessment
activities
Materials/Preparation:
Materials:
■■ Classroom set up in modular tables of up to 4 groups (for later group work)
■■ Flipcharts and/or dry-erase boards for participants to record notes
■■ Projector, Laptop or Computer, Screen, laser pointer, multi plug electricity cord,
WIFI router
■■ Briefing folders for the participants
■■ WIFI PASSWORD!!!!!
Preparation:
■■ Review PWP prior to the lecture
References:
Power point presentation “O7: The Barrier Effects”
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Time
5
mins

EN

120

Topic
Lecture

Method
Briefing

5
mins

Lecture

Briefing

35
mins

Activity

Group
Work

Facilitator Notes/Visuals
•

Introduction of the Instructor

•

Awareness on the different barrier
effects
How to deal and mitigate these effects
during assessment

•
•

Identifying barrier effects and find
possible solutions to face them

6.3.28 Session O8: The Barrier Effects
Duration: 45 minutes
Session Aim: to learn about the importance of barrier effects during the assessment
activities
Learning Outcomes:
■■ Understanding the complexity of the different barrier effects
■■ Being aware of the lessons learned from previous experiences (examples)
Materials/Preparation:
Materials:
■■ Classroom set up in modular tables of up to 4 groups (for later group work)
■■ Flipcharts and/or dry-erase boards for participants to record notes
■■ Projector, Laptop or Computer, Screen, laser pointer, multi plug electricity cord,
WIFI router
■■ Briefing folders for the participants
■■ WIFI PASSWORD!!!!!
Preparation:
■■ Review PWP prior to the lecture
References:
Power point presentation “O8: The Barrier Effects”
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Time

Topic

Method

20
mins

Activity

Group Work

25
mins

EN

122

Lecture

Briefing

Facilitator Notes/Visuals
•

Presentation of the group work results

•

Deepening the knowledge on the
different barrier effects
Lessons learned from the last
emergencies

•

6.3.29 Session O9: Avoiding information gaps and
overflow
Duration: 45 minutes
Session Aim: Understanding necessity to collect only really important and up to date
data to avoid gaps and deal with overflow
Learning Outcomes:
■■ Being aware of the necessity to make use of service’s tools to effectively find
relevant information
■■ Understanding the need for compressed time schedules describing what information to look for when
■■ Recognizing the risk of overaged data
Materials/Preparation:
Materials:
■■ Classroom set up in modular tables of up to 4 groups (for later group work)
■■ Flipcharts and/or dry-erase boards for participants to record notes
■■ Projector, Laptop or Computer, Screen, laser pointer, multi plug electricity cord,
WIFI router
■■ Briefing folders for the participants
WIFI PASSWORD!!!!!
Preparation:
■■ Review PWP prior to the lecture
References:
Power point presentation “O9: Avoiding information gaps and overflow”
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Time

Topic

5min

Lecture

20
min

Lecture

Method

Briefing

Briefing

EN

20
min

124

Activity

Group
discussion

Facilitator Notes/Visuals

•

Introduction of the instructor

•

•

Defining unified tools to know what
best information is (checklist /
questionnaire…)
Organize data collection over time in
respect to the WAAP timeline
Importance of data updating process

•

Exchange of experience of participants

•

6.3.30 Session O10: Preparing ASR2
Duration: 45 minutes
Session Aim: Understanding importance of logistic master plan for ASR2
Learning Outcomes:
■■ Understanding the logistical needs by operational level in order to perform
quickly ASR2
Materials/Preparation:
Materials:
■■ Classroom set up in modular tables of up to 4 groups (for later group work)
■■ Flipcharts and/or dry-erase boards for participants to record notes
■■ Projector, Laptop or Computer, Screen, laser pointer, multi plug electricity cord,
WIFI router
■■ Briefing folders for the participants
■■ WIFI PASSWORD!!!!!
Preparation:
■■ Review PWP prior to the lecture
References:
Power point presentation “O10 Preparing ASR2”
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Time
5
min

EN

126

Topic
Lecture

Method

Facilitator Notes/Visuals

Briefing

•

Introduction of the instructor

20
min

Lecture

Briefing

• The importance of logistic masterplans
Main elements of emergency plans related
ASR2

20
min

Activity

Groupdiscussion

•

Exchange of experience of participants

6.3.31 Session D1: Case Study Italy
Duration: 45 minutes
Session Aim: Presenting facts from recent quakes in Italy that influenced the WAAP
methodology
Learning Outcomes:
■■ Being aware of the generic problems of “old settlement” and “remote areas”
■■ Understanding the challenges in logistics, means and human resources
■■ Understanding the need to transfer these important findings into a new
methodology
■■ Recognizing the need for the big picture within a limited time
Materials/Preparation:
Materials:
■■ Classroom set up in modular tables of up to 4 groups (for later group work)
■■ Flipcharts and/or dry-erase boards for participants to record notes
■■ Projector, Laptop or Computer, Screen, laser pointer, multi plug electricity cord,
WIFI router
■■ Briefing folders for the participants
WIFI PASSWORD!!!!!
Preparation:
■■ Review PWP prior to the lecture
References:
Power point presentation “D1 Case Study Italy”
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Time

Topic

5
mins

Lecture

40
mins

EN

128

Lecture

Method

Facilitator Notes/Visuals

Briefing

Introduction of the Instructor

Active PWP
presentation

Explain in details the findings of the
analysis from the recent missions after
earthquakes in Italy. Special focus on
details that influenced the development of
the WAAP methodology

6.3.32 Session D2: Case Study Albania
Duration: 45 minutes
Session Aim: Presenting facts on decision making and sectorisation from the 2019
quake in Albania
Learning Outcomes:
■■ Being aware of the generic problems “uncontrolled growth” and “lacking control
of building codes”
■■ Understanding the challenge for a quick and reliable Sectorisation after ASR1
■■ Understanding the additional work load due to incoming assistance
■■ Recognizing the need for preparing the role in host nation support
Materials/Preparation:
Materials:
■■ Classroom set up in modular tables of up to 4 groups (for later group work)
■■ Flipcharts and/or dry-erase boards for participants to record notes
■■ Projector, Laptop or Computer, Screen, laser pointer, multi plug electricity cord,
WIFI router
■■ Briefing folders for the participants
WIFI PASSWORD!!!!!
Preparation:
■■ Review PWP prior to the lecture
References:
Power point presentation “2 Case Study Albania”
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Time

Topic

5
mins

Lecture

40
mins

EN

130

Lecture

Method
Briefing

Active PWP
presentation

Facilitator Notes/Visuals
•

Introduction of the Instructor

•

Explain in details the findings of the
analysis from the mission in Durres
2019. Focus on difficulties in decision
making at regional and national level
and the incoming assistance

6.3.33 Session D3: INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
Duration: 45 minutes
Session Aim: getting the best valuable information for media, citizens and planning
process

Learning Outcomes:
■■ Be aware of the importance of updated and correct information for the citizens,
media and responders
■■ Understanding the risk and benefits of using social media
■■ Recognising the need for professional information management
Materials/Preparation:
Materials:
■■ Specific materials that highlights needs and solutions adopted
■■ Real examples to explain in the discussion activity
■■ Pictures, videos
Preparation:
■■ Review PWP prior to the lecture
References:
Power point presentation D3 INFORMATION MANAGEMENT”
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Time
5
mins

EN

132

Topic
Lecture

Method
Briefing

20
mins

Lecture

Briefing

10
min

Discussion

Briefing

10
mins

Activity

Group
presentation

Facilitator Notes/Visuals
•

Introduction of the Instructor

•

Validation and interpretation process
to have best information (e.g.
resource matching)
Communication channel
Reaction of information

•
•
•

The goal for local authority to keep
the citizens informed

•

Groups present 2-3 key points from
their discussions

6.3.34 Session D4: BREAK OUT SESSION (ON
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT)
Duration: 45 minutes
Session Aim: Using “the Haiti experience” to illustrate the opportunities of social media
to create discussion
Learning Outcomes:
■■ Be aware of the changes for “fresh detailed information”
■■ Understanding the risk of misleading or false information
■■ Recognising the social media forces into quicker decision making
Materials/Preparation:
Materials:
■■ Specific materials that highlights needs and solutions adopted
■■ Real examples to explain in the discussion activity
■■ Pictures, videos
Preparation:
■■ Review PWP prior to the lecture
References:
Power point presentation D4 BREAK OUT SESSION (ON INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT)”
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Time
5
mins
25
mins

15
mins

EN

134

Topic

Lecture

Method

Briefing

Discussion

Briefing

Activity

Group
work

Facilitator Notes/Visuals

•

Introduction of the Instructor

•

Explain in two groups on how “the Haiti
experience” can be used nationally and
how the Governement should use social
media

•

Groups define the topics for the next
discussion: what happens when
the authorities no longer provide
information

6.3.35 Session D5: PLENUM (SUMMARY)
Duration: 45 minutes
Session Aim: Using “the Haiti experience” to illustrate the opportunities of social media
to create discussion
Learning Outcomes:
■■ Be aware of the changes for “fresh detailed information”
■■ Understanding the risk of misleading or false information
■■ Recognizing the social media forces into quicker decision making
Materials/Preparation:
Materials:
■■ Specific materials that highlights needs and solutions adopted
■■ Real examples to explain in the discussion activity
■■ Pictures, videos
Preparation:
■■ Review PWP prior to the lecture
References:
Power point presentation “D5 PLENUM (SUMMARY)”
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Time

EN

136

Topic

Method

20
mins

Lecture

Briefing

25
mins

Discussion

Briefing

Facilitator Notes/Visuals
•

Presentation the group results

•

Frame of a guidance document on
Information Management

6.3.36 Session D6: EXPECTATION FROM CITIZENS
Duration: 45 minutes
Session Aim: Be aware of the existence of different expectations from citizens versus
operational needs
Learning Outcomes:
■■ Be aware of the difficulties to feed all expectations
■■ Understand the importance of collaborative citizens
■■ Be aware of all other resources, including volunteers available to provide rapid
shelter, WatSan...
Materials/Preparation:
Materials:
■■ Picture,
■■ example of good press releases
■■ example of priorities written in local planning
Preparation:
■■ Review PWP prior to the lecture
References:
Power point presentation “D6 EXPECTATION FROM CITIZENS”
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Time

Topic

5
mins

Lecture

40
mins
EN

138

Lecture

Method
Briefing

Briefing

Facilitator Notes/Visuals
•

Introduction of the Instructor

•

Citizen expectations vs priority in
rescue operations
How to make citizens allies to facilitate
rescuers
How the local and national civil
protection planning can help to orient
the citizens expectations and behavior

•
•

6.3.37 Session D7: EXPECTATION FROM POLITICAL
LEVEL
Duration: 45 minutes
Session Aim: Be aware of the existence of different expectations from political level
versus operational needs
Learning Outcomes:
■■ Be aware of strategic decisions vs operational needs
■■ Understand how to keep trace of political influence in the decision making
Materials/Preparation:
Materials:
■■ example of press releases by politician
■■ example of Irpinia earthquake
Preparation:
■■ Review PWP prior to the lecture
References:
Power point presentation “D7: EXPECTATION FROM POLITICAL LEVEL”
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Time
10
min

EN

140

Topic

Method

Presentation

Group
presentation

15
mins

Lecture

Briefing

20
mins

Activity

Group
presentation

Facilitator Notes/Visuals

•
•
•

Being aware of political pressure
Recognize the needs of transparent
decision
Report decision in a decision book

•

Groups discussions

6.3.38 Session D8: BARRIER EFFECT IMPACT ON PLANS
Duration: 45 minutes
Session Aim: The barrier effect is always present, therefore think always flexible
Learning Outcomes:
■■ Be aware of impact of barrier effect on plans
■■ Understand of the need of more detailed pre-planning
■■ Recognize that plans needs to be checked and ready
Materials/Preparation:
Materials:
■■ Classroom set up in modular tables of up to 4 groups (for later group work)
■■ Flipcharts and/or dry-erase boards for participants to record notes
■■ Projector, Laptop or Computer, Screen, laser pointer, multi plug electricity cord,
WIFI router
■■ Briefing folders for the participants
■■ WIFI PASSWORD!!!!!
Preparation:
■■ Review PWP prior to the lecture
References:
Power point presentation “D8: BARRIER EFFECT IMPACT ON PLANS”
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Time

Topic

5 min

Lecture

30
mins

Lecture

Method
Briefing

Briefing

Facilitator Notes/Visuals
•

Introduction of the instructor

•

Unforeseen impact of barrier effect on
plans
Understanding the need of more
detailed pre-planning considering the
barrier effects
Alternative plans checked and ready

•
•

10
min

EN

142

Activity

Groupdiscussion

•

Discussion around already existing
barrier effect

6.3.39 Session D9: Handling Shortage
Duration: 45 minutes
Session Aim: to learn how to deal and to handle with shortages
Learning Outcomes:
■■ Recognizing that preparing plans and priority lists for logistics at national level is
a way to avoid shortages
■■ Understanding the national warning system and how to use it to cope the needs
Materials/Preparation:
Materials:
■■ Classroom set up in modular tables of up to 4 groups (for later group work)
■■ Flipcharts and/or dry-erase boards for participants to record notes
■■ Projector, Laptop or Computer, Screen, laser pointer, multi plug electricity cord,
WIFI router
■■ Briefing folders for the participants
■■ WIFI PASSWORD!!!!!
Preparation:
■■ Review PWP prior to the lecture
References:
Power point presentation “D9: Handling shortage”
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Time

Topic

5
mins

Lecture

Briefing

Activity

Group
interactivity

15
mins

EN

25
mins

Lecture

Method

Active PWP
presentation

Facilitator Notes/Visuals
•

Introduction of the Instructor

•

Group experience on the resources
management identifying the critical
points

•

Preparing plans and priority lists for
logistics at national level to avoid
shortages
Human resources management
Warning national system and how to
cope the needs
Practical examples

•
•
•
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6.3.40 Session D10: Setting Priorities
Duration: 45 minutes
Session Aim: to learn about the difficulties in setting priorities
Learning Outcomes:
■■ Recognizing the importance of national regulations, procedures, plans, systems
■■ Understanding the importance of quick decision making in an emergency
■■ Being aware of balancing between the emergency’s risk level versus the available resources and the time pressure to define a correct priority level
Materials/Preparation:
Materials:
■■ Classroom set up in modular tables of up to 4 groups (for later group work)
■■ Flipcharts and/or dry-erase boards for participants to record notes
■■ Projector, Laptop or Computer, Screen, laser pointer, multi plug electricity cord,
WIFI router
■■ Briefing folders for the participants
■■ WIFI PASSWORD!!!!!
Preparation:
■■ Review PWP prior to the lecture
References:
Power point presentation “D10: Setting priorities”
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Time

Topic

5
mins

Lecture

Briefing

Activity

Group
interactivity

20
mins

Method

Facilitator Notes/Visuals
Introduction of the Instructor
•

Group experience on the national
systems to set priorities in an
emergency

•

National regulations, procedures, plans,
systems
Balance between the emergency’s risk
level versus the available resources and
the time pressure to define a correct
priority level
the importance of quick decision
making in an emergency
Some examples (China earthquakes,
etc...)

•

EN

20
mins

Lecture

Active PWP
presentation

•
•
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6.3.41 Session J20: PREPARING FOR INCOMING
ASSISTANCE
Duration: 45 minutes
Session Aim: create the conditions allowing immediate effectiveness of the incoming
assistance
Learning Outcomes:
■■ Be aware of existing coordination mechanisms
■■ Recognizing the needs of the preparatory planning to speed up the process of
receiving assistance
■■ Participants will understand limits of their national and local capacities and anticipations of the limits
Materials/Preparation:
Materials:
■■ INSARAG methodology on USAR coordination
■■ Specific materials that highlights needs and solutions adopted in past
emergencies
■■ Real examples, past experiences
■■ Pictures, videos
Preparation:
■■ Review PWP prior to the lecture
References:
Power point presentation “J20 – PREPARING FOR INCOMING ASSISTANCE”
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Time
5
mins

Topic
Lecture

Method
Briefing

25
mins

Lecture

5 min

Discussion

Briefing

10
mins

Activity

Group
presentation

Briefing

Facilitator Notes/Visuals
•

Introduction of the Instructor

•

Planning and preparedness to create
conditions
Actors, decision and decision level
involved
Relationship between tasks to be
assigned and skills of incoming teams

•
•

EN

148

•

What actors are involved in incoming
assistance in your country?

•

Groups present 2-3 key points from
their discussions

6.4 The master power points per
session
The power point lectures in this annex are those which were used in the
Virtual ToT Course in November 2020. They should be seen as an example or material to work on as the WAAP courses need to be localised as
the content need to fit to the situation in the Country.
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If a complete new localised power point lecture must be designed, the master slides
(Lecture Zero) give guidance to stay in the corporate design of the power points!
Any (new) power point for a lecture should follow the standards of adult education i.e.,
have a good mix of text and graphics as well as the trainer should enhance the content
with fitting examples from recent disasters or experience from operational work or
decision making.
As the participants should have the possibility to ask question it is essential that that
each session is well structured and the power point is not overloaded with content/
slides.
A maximum of one slide per minute should be calculated, but only if the slides are similar i.e., having little text and one or two pictures! If the power point lecture is designed
in a mix of various styles (slides with many text lines, video, difficult graphics etc.), it is
recommended that the number of slides should be below twenty (average time of 2
minute per slide).

EN

Trainers must be aware that inclusion of group work or short tasks as naming own
experience etc. will limit the amount of slides too. In these cases a lecture might have
only 10 – 15 slides as a maximum.
New slides should be designed according to the given examples to ensure a cooperate
design of the lectures. This will also help the trainers to assist each other in case of
illness or holidays, being able to hold a lecture from a colleague without problems.
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6.4.1 Sessnion J1 Course Overview

18/03/2021

WAAP Training Course
Day One – Sunday 00.00.2021

Session J1
Course Overview

1
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18/03/2021

EN

The BELICE project,
project, training venue and admin info

WELCOME TO POGGIOREALE

Introduction:

THE TRAINERS AND ADMIN
STAFF
4

2
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18/03/2021

Peter Goxharaj
Germany

TRAINER
AGE: 60
SENIOR PROGRAM OFFICER FOR USAR IN THW HQ
SKILLED RESCUER (GERMAN ARMED FORCES)
CIVIL SERVANT (MINISTRY OF INTERIOR) SINCE 1984
INSARAG OPERATIONAL FOCAL POINT GERMANY
MEMBER OF THE INSARAG TRAINING WORKING GROUP
5

SAFETY FIRST!
As we are in an active seismic region:
Please read the safety instruction leaflet
carefully
Have your emergency backpack always
with you
Use the city map to orientate for the
shortest way to evacuation point and
not to Danielle’s bar and the restaurant
☺

3

153

18/03/2021

EN

What you need to know…

ADMIN INFORMARTION

OUR TIME SCHEDULE:

A copy is in the briefing file on your desk!

4

154

18/03/2021

ANY OTHER BUSINESS:
Smoking corner left of school entry and in the garden
Please be in time after breakfast, coffee breaks and lunch!
Turn your mobile phone off or into flight mode
Please avoid:
• Using the WiFi for downloads
• Coffee cups or snacks at the desk
• Running out of session because of phone calls!
Please have your emergency backpack with you all the time!
Questions are welcomed any time!

5
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6.4.2 Sessnion J3 Introduction of the new ASR1
methodology

WAAP Training Course

EN

Day One - Monday 09:00-10:00

Session J3
Introduction of the new ASR1 methodology
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Quick overview

ASR 1 IN INSARAG GUIDELINES
ASR 1 IN BELICE PROJECT
Image credits: https://gramho.com/media/1812204053419848002

Introduction

THE TRAINERS

4
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Massimiliano RUSSO
Italy

TRAINER
AGE: 46

EN

SENIOR OFFICER ITALIAN NATIONAL FIRE CORPS
SKILLED USAR RESCUER HUSAR ITA-1
FIREFIGHTER SINCE 2006
EXPERIENCE IN RECENT EARTHQUAKES SINCE 2006
5

Gianmario Gnecchi
Italy

TRAINER
58 (ALMOST 59…), INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY DIPLOMA
WORKING 35+ YEARS IN THE FIRE SERVICE SINCE 1985

TEACHER IN INCIDENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, USAR, CBRN,
ARFF
COORDINATOR AT REGIONAL FIRE SCHOOL OF LOMBARDIA
(NORTHERN ITALY)
DEPUTY TEAM LEADER DURING INSARAG CLASSIFICATION OF HUSAR TEAM ITA-1
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6

CONTENTS
 How it all started: Poggioreale

 The real ASR1: what we learnt
in recent quakes
 The joint project of Italy,
France and Germany

 The new tripartite approach on
ASR1 and the methodology

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/
D_05bXiWkAAx6qe?format=jp
g&name=900x900

 ASR1 according to INSARAG

Session J3 – part 1 of 5

HOW IT ALL STARTED:
POGGIOREALE

159

POGGIOREALE – BELICE VALLEY

EN

Stricken also:
Gibellina, Salaparuta, Santa Ninfa,
Montevago, Partanna, Santa
Margherita

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/
D_05bXiWkAAx6qe?format=jp
g&name=900x900

It was stricken overnight between
14 and 15 January 1968 at 3.01 a.m.
by an earthquake 6.1 degree
moment magnitude scale, and five
shocks 5+. X (extreme) Mercalli
intensity scale;

POGGIOREALE





296 victims;
600+ injuries;
90.000+ homeless;
90% buildings damaged.

* Italian Civil Protection Department
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https://pbs.twimg.com/media/
D_05bXiWkAAx6qe?format=jp
g&name=900x900

 Casualties*:

POGGIOREALE – TODAY

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/
D_05bXiWkAAx6qe?format=jp
g&name=900x900

In the ’70s it has been built a new
town that took the same name in the
south part of the old site, about 5
kilometers far.
It has nowadays about 1500
inhabitants.

POGGIOREALE – TODAY

 2016 MODEX SICILY;
 2017 INSARAG Usar Coordination
Cell Course;
 2018 INSARAG Structural
Engineer Course;
 2019 MODEX SICILY;
 2019 EASeR Project;
 2019 BELICE Project (no field ex),
 ….And more others…

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/
D_05bXiWkAAx6qe?format=jp
g&name=900x900

It has been chosen as a real scenario
for rescue training activities
national/international like:
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Structural Engineer Courses
USAR Coordination Cell
Courses

EN

MODEX SICILY 2019

162

Enhancing Assessment in Search
& Rescue – EASeR 2019

https://www.easerproject.eu

Session J3 – part 2 of 5

ASR-1 ACCORDING TO INSARAG

163

We will
focus on

EN

INTERNATIONAL
SEARCH AND RESCUE
ADVISORY GROUP
INSARAG is a global network of more than 90 countries and
organisations under the United Nations umbrella.
INSARAG deals with urban search and rescue (USAR) related issues,
aiming to establish minimum international standards for USAR
teams and methodology for international coordination in
earthquake response based on the INSARAG Guidelines endorsed by
the United Nations
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1.3.

From
Manual
•

•

INSARAG and the importance
of sectorization
1/3

An earthquake is a large-scale event that
“may just involve one city or it may affect
a wide area involving several cities and
even more than one Country.
Geographical sectorization of the affected
areas can be needed to ensure effective
coordination of Search And Rescue efforts”
(…)

From
Manual

1.3.

INSARAG and the importance
of sectorisation
2/3

• Sectorizations allows better operational
planning, more effective deployment of the
arriving national/international USAR teams
and other responders so to better manage
the overall disaster.
• Sectorisation should be undertaken at the
earliest possible stage of a disaster response
to ensure its effectiveness.
• It is expected that the Local Authority or
LEMA should have a sectorisation plan in
place and USAR teams should follow it.
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1.3.

From
Manual
•
EN

•
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INSARAG and the importance
of sectorisation
3/3

However, if there is no sectorisation plan,
it should be developed at the earliest
possible stage of a disaster response and in
close liaison with the LEMA.
If the LEMA has no sectorisation plan,
then a Wide Area Assessment may be
necessary to get the relevant information to
design a sectorisation plan, as it described
in the following chapters”.

6.4.3 Session J4 - The Pre ASR Phase ToT training

18/03/2021

The Pre ASR Phase
ToT training

Session J4

1
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18/03/2021

EN

The BELICE project

WHAT WAS MISSING IN THE
HISTORICAL EARTHQUAKE RESCUE
ORGANISATIONS ?

Introduction:

AMATRICE OCTOBRE 2016
HTTPS://YOUTU.BE/GFHRDLE_VWE
4

2
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18/03/2021

WHAT OFFER INSARAG GUIDELINES ?

WHAT IS MISSING ?

3
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18/03/2021

WHEN HAS THIS
SECTORISATIONS BEEN DONE?

EN

4
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18/03/2021

The ASR Process introducting new phases !

WHY IS IT SO IMPORTANT ?

5

171

18/03/2021

WE WANT TO FULLFILLED THE
QUICKER AS POSSIBLE LACK OF
INFORMATIONS !
EN

What do you need to activate a Pre SAR ?

DATAS COMING FROM TERRITORY !
ACTION FROM TERRITORY
MANAGER
GIS DATA

POPULATION DATA
ACTIVITIES DATA
BUILDING AGE DATAS
STRATEGIC BUILDING POSITION
STRATEGIC ROAD AND INFRASTRUCTURES

6
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18/03/2021

WHAT CAN IT LOOK ?

WHAT IS YOUR PREPARATION IN
YOUR OWN TERRITORY ?

7

173

18/03/2021

The four points to keep in
mind :

EN

1- ASR 1 is essential but insufficient
2- Pre ASR takes time but essential for ASR 0 and
ASR1
3- Data collection From GIS is essential
4- SHARING DATAS between territory managers
and Rescue Organisation is not an option

8
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18/03/2021

THANK YOU

9
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6.4.4 Session J5 - The ASR0 Phase

WAAP Training Course

EN

Day One – Monday 16.11.2020

Session J5
The ASR0 Phase

176

The ASR 0 Phase

FIRST FEW MOMENTS
AFTER THE CRISIS

(PHOTO ANSA.IT)

Introduction:

THE TRAINERS

4

177

Massimiliano RUSSO
Italy

TRAINER
AGE: 46

EN

SENIOR OFFICER ITALIAN NATIONAL FIRE CORPS
SKILLED USAR RESCUER HUSAR ITA-1
FIREFIGHTER SINCE 2006
EXPERIENCE IN RECENT EARTHQUAKES SINCE 2006
5

Massimiliano MORI
Italy

TRAINER
AGE: 54

NATIONAL FIRE CORPS
FIREFIGHTER (MINISTRY OF INTERIOR) SINCE 1990
TEAM USAR MEDIUM CREW LEADER
USAR EXPERT TRAINER
6

178

OUR TIME SCHEDULE:

J5: The ASR0 Phase

THE ASR-PRE AND ASR0 PHASE
How important is the Preparedness

179

INSARAG LEVELS. WHAT COMES
BEFORE?
event

OFF SITE

EN

ASR
«PRE»

ASR
«ZERO»

ON SITE

ASR
1

ASR
2

ASR

ASR

3

4

ASR

5

Zone Evaluation
(and) Reporting
Off -Site
BEFORE
THE
EMERGENCY

IMMEDIATELY
AFTERTHE
EMERGENCY

DURING
THE
EMERGENCY

The response to an emergency builds upon several actions that are prepared and
completed before the event and immediately after the emergency starts

INSARAG LEVELS. WHAT COMES
BEFORE?
To improve the performance of
rescue system on the stricken area is
necessary thinking about of what
comes before ASR1 to define which
are the best practices for Local
Authorities to reach the better
results in case of event.
Before the event: ASR-PRE
Immediately after the event: ASR0.
Preparedness activities
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Initial Action
Phase

Consolidating
phase

event

ASR
«PRE»

BEFORE
THE
EMERGENCY

ASR
«ZERO»

IMMEDIATELY
AFTERTHE
EMERGENCY

ASR
1

DURING
THE
EMERGENCY

ASR0: THOSE MOMENTS AFTER THE
CRISIS
In the first moments after the crisis
:
there is a lack of information
nobody knows what is happened
and which is the situation, so there is
is an information gap with a very
high need for information.
As the level of knowledge of the
disaster increases, information
becomes available.
Preparedness is the key to reduce
the gap!

INFORMATION GAPS AND NEEDS
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Collect
Collection of any previously
available data to identify the
likely disaster impact. It starts
with the big picture of the
territory. Natural barrier effects,
buildings typology, population
density, industries, logistical
areas,….

EN

Disseminate
to be able to effectively
communicate our knowledge
to others with field exercises,
improving and revising the
analysis.

The Population is living its life when
the disaster happens. Focus on:
 construction/infrastructure types;
 high-occupancy, high/low-rise
buildings, rural/peripheral areas;
 road network;
 natural events and weather
conditions;
 estimated medical assistance;
 other risks resulting from
aftershocks;
 “time” disaster occurred, (daytime
or overnight).
Identify the sectors that have priority
in terms of numbers of trapped
people needing to be rescued.
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Process
The information has to been
processed for the purpose to
build a strategically
document for the crisis:
sectorisation plan

Analyze
Analyze all data to make
the right decision, plan
correct team deployment
and to contain the
consequences of the
disaster.

6.4.5 Session J7 - Interaction Between Local / Regional /
National Level

WAAP Training Course

Day One – Monday 16.11.2020

Session J7

INTERACTION BETWEEN
LOCAL/REGIONAL/NATIONAL LEVEL
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EN

The BELICE project

TO LEARN ABOUT THE DIFFICULTIES IN
SETTING PRIORITIES

David Fabi
Italy

TRAINER
AGE: 51.
HEAD OF EMERGENCY OPS SUPPORT UNIT AT NATIONAL CIVIL

PROTECTION DEPARTMENT ITALY. CHEMICAL ENGINEER.
DISASTER MANAGEMENT EXPERT (HEAD OF COORDINATION UNIT OF ITA
CRISIS UNIT). LONG NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL TRAINING
EXPERIENCE
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4

Need to Integrate international teams in the local relief response system
Know the country/System you work in
Sectorial response vs global management
Place you go CP you find -The BELICE project

5

position italian Civil Protection
discover emergency measures
review some recent case

6

Today we….-The BELICE project
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EN

Let‘s start with…

THE ITALIAN CIVIL PROTECTION

The recent past
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North East
Italy EQ

Bridge
collapse
Genova

Costa
concordia

Rigopiano
snow
avalanche

shipwreck

Central Italy
EQ

10
years

Heavy
snow
falls

Abruzzo EQ
Northern
and southern
Italy floods

10
years

abroad

Haiti

Ischia EQ

Forest fires

CP in Italy .-The BELICE project

Nepal
Cleh

Ecuador
China

GiapJapan
pone
Mozbque

Ukraine

Iran Iraq
Albania

Philippine

CP in Italy .-The BELICE project
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Civil protection is not a single administration but a shared task;
a task belonging to a complex system

EN

“THE NATIONAL SERVICE OF CIVIL PROTECTION”
coordinated by ITACPD according to the Civil protection
CODE

CP in Italy .-The BELICE project

Civil Protection
Prevention

Reconstruction

Long term
Preparedness

Disaster
Response

Shortmedium term

A strong mandate - BELICE project
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6/15

The Italian Department of Civil Protection coordinates the National
Service of Civil Protection which involves several Private and Public
Bodies/ Organisations :
PUBLIC (Government, Ministries, Regions,

Provinces, Municipalities, Emergency
Services & other “Operational Bodies” etc.)
CIVIL SOCIETY (Volunteers, private

companies, professional associations,
etc.)
SCIENTIFIC/ACADEMIC

INSTITUTIONS (Universities, Research
Bodies, etc.)

WHO - BELICE project

THE PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL OF MINISTERS
NAMELY THE PRIME MINISTER
AVAILS HIMSELF of :

The Department of Civil Protection to address and
coordinate the National Service of Civil Protection to
ensure the unified representation envisaged by
the European Union and international bodies
operating in the field of civil protection;
the Prefectures – Local Government Offices.
PRESIDENTS OF THE REGIONS AND AUTONOMOUS
PROVINCES OF TRENTO AND BOLZANO

TOWN MAYORS AND CITY MAYORS

AUTHORITIES- BELICE project
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7/15

GOUVT. ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE
ALL MINISTRIES
Interior
Foreign Affairs and International
Cooperation
Environment, Protection of land and sea

EN
PRIME
MINISTER

Italian Civil
Protection
Department

Police
Prefectures
ENV AGENCIES
Prevention DEPT
Financial Police

Health

Army

Economy and Finance

Navy

Defence

Air Force

Economic development, employment,
welfare

Carabinieri

Infrastructure and Transportation

Coastal Guard

Education , University and Research
Agriculture and Forestry Departments

Cultural heritage and activities
Justice
NATIONAL AND
REGIONAL
VOLUNTEER
ORGANIZATIONS

“CLUSTER”
SYSTEM

Fire Department

SINGLE
COORDINATION
POINT

GRTN
ANAS
Highway companies
Railway system
INGV
CNR

Regions

Other research Institutes

Inter-municipal level

Professional Orders

Municipalities

Local Police/Health
services

COORDINATION
CENTERS
NHQ
NHQ ON SITE
LOCAL CC
RESPONSE
MODEL

DECLARATION OF
EMERGENCY/
MOBILIZATION,
in Italy and abroad

EME MGT RESOURCES - BELICE project
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2009
2012

Response model

2012
2012

2016-2017

Emergency and challenges and solutions - BELICE project

DiComaC
Marche

Abruzzo

CCR

COR

in Arquata

COC
AP province

COM/Municipalities

Lazio

Umbria

CCR

Sub coordination centre
in Camerino

COI

COI

Borbona, Cittareale,
Leonessa, Posta

Amatrice e Accumoli

COC/Municipalitie
s

COC/Municipaliti
es

Regional Ops
Centre
Foligno

COC/Municipalities
MC and FM provinces
Others
COC/
Municipalities

COM NORCIA

Norcia - Preci - Cascia Monteleone di Spoleto

DiComaC – National Command and Control
Centre
COR - Regional Operational Centre
CCR - Regional Coordination Centre
COM - Intermunicipal Operational Centre
COI - Intermunicipal Operational Centre
COC – Municipal Operational Centre
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NATIONAL SERVICE OF CIVIL PROTECTION
OPERATIONAL ORGANIZATION
ERCC

NATIONAL LEVEL

Op. Committee + Crisis Unit

SECTORIAL
RESPONSE

REGIONAL
LEVEL

Reg Ops Room+
Reg Crisis Units

PROVINCIAL
LEVEL

Relief Coordination Centre
C.C.S.

MUNICIPALITY
LEVEL

C.O.C.

EN

ITA CPD - Steering the response
A clear command-and-control institutional structure is a well established gold standard in
the field of emergency response. “WHO: Italian response to COVID 19 – rel. 2020”
MOFA

HEAD OF ITACPD

Crisis Unit

Tech Sci
Committe

Ad Hoc
Commissioner

MOH

MILITARY

OPERATIONAL COMMITTEE

ENAV

MINISTRY
OF EDUCATION
MUNICIPALITIES
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VOLUNTEERS

REGIONAL
GOVT

NATIONAL
AVIATION

CRISIS UNIT

Clusters
(e.g. Coordination
unit, health, Log,
Voluunteers, Legal,
Press and
Communication
etc etc)

OPERATIONAL COMMITTEE
Activated in case of a state of
emergency at national scale
Convened at the Headquarter
Office of the Department of
Civil Protection in Rome
It ensures an efficient and
coordinated management of
all relief operations in
response to a national scale
emergency.
DECISION-MAKING

EME MGT TOOLS- BELICE project

Emergency Managmetn
Office Director

Fire brigade

Bank of Italy

Police

Post Offices

Prison Police
Telecom
companies
Telecom
companies
Telecom
companies
National
Television

Railway
Company

Coast guard

Regional
Gouvts

ITA RED
CROSS

Moblity control centre
(Street Police)

Association of national
roads operators
National road
company
Ministry Of
Foreign Affair

National
aviation

CARABINIERI

Custom Police

National Alpine
cave rescuers

Highway
Company

Arned Forces
coordination centre

Regional
Gouvts

Voluunteers
association

Gas
Companies

Deputy Head of
CIVIPRO

Prime Minister/Head of
Civilpro

Institute geophysics
and vulcanology

National research
council
Environmental
agency
National agengy
for energy

Ministry of
Health
Ministry of cultural
heritage

Civil aviation
National oil
company
SNAM
Renewable

Power supply Ags

High voltage
grid company
National electric
company

Dams authority

Ministry of Finance
Ministry of economic
development

Civil Protection in a single image- BELICE project
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CRISIS UNIT OF ITA CPD

PERSONNEL
SUPPORT

EN

ACTIVITIES
Emergency
Coordination
Organized in
clusters (5-20).
Active
according to the
event

CONNECT
it keeps relations
with the entire
system.
Keeps overall
situtation

Operational and
administrative
support to the
Head of ITACPD
and Operational
Committee

Department of Civil
Protection and
eventually with
external stakeholders

Strenghten
clusters activities

Continue with…

WHEN AN EVENT STRIKES - EMERGENCY
MANAGEMENT TOOLS/ORGANIZATION
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT - BELICE project

Let’g go deeper
RECOVERING PEOPLE, REDUCING
RISKS, COSTS COVERAGE, RUBBLE
REMOVAL, CLEAN UP ACTIVITIES,
LEGAL FRAMEWORK IN PLACE

Short term

Op Com

General
Governance

Di.Coma.C.
Cultural heritage
Damage survey
Rubble
Mitigate reduce risk
Critical infrastructures
Health system recovery
School
Admin and Finance
Medium long term

Di.Coma.C.
Set up

Respnse
system fully
operational

USAR and MEDICAL TEAMS

Local
response

ASSESSMENT AND COORDINATION TEAMS/LOCAL SUPPORT TEAMS

Emergency 12 mounths + 12 m
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Direction of Command and Control (DiComaC)
Coordination Unit
Logistics & Assistance to the population
Technical
Volunteer organization
Press & communication
Health and social assistance
Lifelines
Road
Emergency telecommunication
Information technology
Human resources
Admin & Legal
Damage assessment
Flight activities coordination
Schools, Cultural heritage

EN
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EME MGT TOOLS- BELICE project

KNOWING THE COUNTRY
NATIONAL SERVICE OF CIVIL PROTECTION
OPERATIONAL ORGANIZATION
ERCC

COORDINATION
UNIT

INTERNATIONAL
ACTIVITES
CLUSTER

Integrate international teams in the response mechanism- BELICE project

KNOWING THE COUNTRY
NATIONAL SERVICE OF CIVIL PROTECTION
OPERATIONAL ON FIELD ORGANIZATION

DICOMAC

ERCC

COORDINATION
UNIT

INTERNATIONAL
ACTIVITES
CLUSTER

EMT,
USAR,
WP,
CM….

Integrate international teams in the response mechanism- BELICE project
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KNOWING THE COUNTRY
NATIONAL SERVICE OF CIVIL PROTECTION
OPERATIONAL ON FIELD INTERACTION

ITA CPD GOUVERNORS
ERCC

MAYORS

EN

USAR OPS
SECTOR OPS
RESPONSIBLE

Health Auth

CP CCCM Mgr
HCP WP

Integrate international teams in the response mechanism- BELICE project

INTERACTION BETWEEN LOCAL/REGIONAL/
NATIONAL LEVEL

SESSION J7

david.fabi@protezionecivile.it
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6.4.6 Session J9 - Forming specific Assessment teams

WAAP Training Course

Day One – Monday 11.16.2020

Session J9

Forming specific Assessment teams
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Massimiliano Mori
Italy

TRAINER
EN

AGE:	
  54 	
  	
  
NATIONAL	
  FIRE	
  CORPS	
  	
  
FIREFIGHTER	
  (MINISTRY	
  OF	
  INTERIOR)	
  SINCE	
  1990	
  
USAR	
  CREW	
  LEADER	
  
USAR	
  EXPERT	
  TRAINER
3

Forming specific assessment teams

SKILLS, TASKS, MOBILISATION, EQUIPMENT,
RESULTS
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ASSESSMENT TEAM
SKILLS AND TASKS

ASSESSMENT TEAM (ASR1)
SKILLS AND TASKS

The staff who make an ASR1 should know and be able to apply
advanced techniques relating to the use of geographic information
aimed at USAR activities.
They should have a level of knowledge and technical skills to:
- Manage digital and paper cartography and georeference digital maps;
- Create databases and maps dedicated to uses and
applications related to USAR activities;
- Use the resources and tools available in an Advanced Command Post
(PCA), as they are useful for the management of emergency scenarios;
- Support the Local Authotity, Incident Commander or Team Leader in the
management of USAR emergency scenarios.
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ASSESSMENT TEAM (ASR2)
SKILLS AND TASKS

The members of a USAR assessment team require specific training,
as indicated in the procedures delivered in the EASER project.
(http://www.easerproject.eu)
In case of unavailability of specialised resources (USAR Assessment
Team), in order to perform assessment activities,
some minimum professional requirements are needed:

EN

Ø Technician authorized to perform structural assessment
Ø Technician qualified to identify the presence of hazardous substances
and plants

ASSESSMENT TEAM (ASR2)
SKILLS AND TASKS

Ø Technician qualified to perform structural assessment
During the assessment, for the purpose of
identifying operational priorities, shall carry out the following tasks:
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¥

Getting information on and assessing the sites ,identifying any
safety interventions (e.g. Shoring);

¥

Proceeding to an initial voice and visual search to detect
survivors;

¥

Establishing priorities in search and rescue operations, on the
basis of the confirmed or presume presence of survivors.

ASSESSMENT TEAM (ASR2)
SKILLS AND TASKS

Ø Technician qualified to identify the presence of hazardous substances
and plants
During the assessment shall carry out the following tasks:
¥
¥

Collaborating in a rapid triage aimed at detecting the presence of
hazardous substances and plants;
Suggesting the use of specific PPE as well as any additional measures as to
the presence of hazardous substances.

In any case, basic knowledge of the cartography and the communication
system must be ensured.

USAR ASSESSMENT TEAM (ASR1&ASR2)
SKILLS AND TASKS

In case an USAR Assessment team is available, this could be composed
as follows *:
Ø Officer in charge of structural rapid assessment
Ø Haz-mat assessment officer
Management and Staff functional unit shall include the following
professional roles:
Ø Team leader
Ø Liaison officer
Ø 2 Staff officers
*EASER Project IT procedures (www.easerproject.eu)
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USAR ASSESSMENT TEAM (ASR1&ASR2)
SKILLS AND TASKS

Ø Officer in charge of structural rapid assessment
Tasks:

EN

¥
¥
¥
¥

Getting information on and assessing the sites, identifying any safety
intervention (e.g. shoring) ;
Proceeding to an initial voice and visual search (call out) to detect survivors;
Establishing priorities in search and rescue operations, on the basis the
confirmed or presumed presence of survivors;
Providing for marking the site, according the INSARAG guidelines.

USAR ASSESSMENT TEAM (ASR1&ASR2)
SKILLS AND TASKS

Ø Haz-mat assessment officer
Tasks:
¥
¥
¥
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Collaborating in a early voice and visual search (call out) to detect survivors;
Collaborating in an expeditious triage aimed at ascertaining the presence of
hazardous substances and plants;
Suggesting the use of specific PPE as well as any additional safety
measures as to presence of hazardous substances.

USAR ASSESSMENT TEAM (ASR1&ASR2)
SKILLS AND TASKS

Ø Team Leader
Tasks:
¥

He or she coordinates the activities of the assessment and planning, in
sinergy with the other locally activated Advanced Command Post (PCA).

USAR ASSESSMENT TEAM (ASR1&ASR2)
SKILLS AND TASKS

Ø Liaison officer
Tasks:
¥
¥
¥

As Officer he liaises with the members of Civil Protection system on
site (Local authority, Healthcare rescue, Police forces, etc.);
He gets information about the state of the sites before the disaster and the
presume number of victims involved;
He keeps in touch with the media in the vicinity of the operational area,
keeping the Team Leader informed.
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USAR ASSESSMENT TEAM (ASR1&ASR2)
SKILLS AND TASKS

Ø

Staff officers

They cooperate with the other members of the USAR assessment team in
developing the initial planning phase, more specifically:
¥ Setting up the USAR Coordination Cell (UCC);
¥ Dividing the assigned disaster area into sectors, if not previously done;
¥ Processing data received from the USAR assessment teams on site, trough
a specific software also used for planning;
¥ Drafting the necessary maps for the assessment teams and for the
subsequent rescue teams;
¥ Collecting all data/information (from local people, local rescuers, assessment
teams, etc.) related to defined sectors in specific digital forms.

EN

USAR ASSESSMENT TEAM
MOBILISATION AND EQUIPMENT
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USAR ASSESSMENT TEAM (ASR1&ASR2)
MOBILISATION AND EQUIPMENT

The activation and mobilisation of Assessment team should be very fast.
For this reason is preferred a mobilisation by helicopter.
In Italy there are guidelines about the mobilisation of USAR assessment
team by helicopter.
In the guidelines are also described the equipment of the members of
assessment team.
The next slides illustrate some examples of mobilisation and equipment for
assessment team.

USAR ASSESSMENT TEAM (ASR1&ASR2)
MOBILISATION AND EQUIPMENT
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208

stationery
and
accessories
battery lighting
With output 24 V
table

tent
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USAR ASSESSMENT TEAM

EN

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

USAR ASSESSMENT TEAM (ASR1)
RESULTS

It can be said that the result of an ASR1 (sectorization) is tested when the
teams go to the field to carry out the ASR2.
If the teams will move in a coordinated manner within the sectors, they will
be a sufficient number, and will be able to complete the ASR2 in few
hours, it means that an excellent ASR1 has been made.
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USAR ASSESSMENT TEAM (ASR1)
RESULTS

USAR ASSESSMENT TEAM (ASR2)
RESULTS

Live rescue
sites
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USAR ASSESSMENT TEAM (ASR1&ASR2)
FORMS

During the ASR2 assessment, in order to
identify the sites with the possible
presence of people still alive, a specific
EN

form is used (Worksite Triage Form).
This is an international form collected in
the INSARAG guidelines

FORMING SPECIFIC ASSESSMENT TEAM
CONCLUSIONS

The assessment activity cannot be improvised, but must be carried out by
personnel with adequate competences and skills.
The wide area assessment, if carried out late (over 6-8 hours after the
earhquake) and by personnel without the necessary skills, does not
contribute to improving the coordination of operations and could become a
barrier effect.
For this reason, in order to save time, it is important to involve the greatest
number of available resources, not only USAR, in the assessment activity.
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION
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6.4.7 Session J10 - The Barrier Effect

The Barrier Effect

EN

ToT training

Session J10
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The BELICE project link to EASER project

WHAT DO WE FACE OFF DURING AN
EARTHQUAKE OPERATION ?

Introduction:

VIDEO FROM EASER PROJECT

HTTPS://WWW.EASERPROJECT.EU/CATEGORY/DOWNLOAD/

4
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THE ACTORS
National CP Authorities
National Operations centre
Local Authorities (from government to
municipalities)
First responders
Assessment teams
CP actors

EN

ACCESS TO AREA

216

AREA’S RISKS

TIME PRESSURE
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EN

COMMUNICATIONS AND IT

EMERGENCY
ORGANIZATION
AND
EMERGENCY
ORGANIZATION
PROCEDURES
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TECHNOLOGY DEPENDANCIES

MEDIA MANAGEMENT

219

OUTSOURCING ACTIVITIES

EN

The four points to keep in
mind :
1-Barrier effect exists in all operations but are increased in large scale
events
2-Human behavior is the worst complicate barrier to mitigate

3-To solve the barrier effect = preparation and training
4- Organisations need to be flexible and training must focus on this
competencie
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THANK YOU
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6.4.8 Session J14 - Sectorisation

WAAP Training Course

EN

Day Two – Tuesday 17.11.2020

Session J14
Sectorisation
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Wide Area Assessment

HOW TO BUILD A TOOL THAT
HELPS TO IDENTIFY THE
SECTORS

Introduction:

THE TRAINERS

4
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Massimiliano RUSSO
Italy

TRAINER
AGE: 46

EN

SENIOR OFFICER ITALIAN NATIONAL FIRE CORPS
SKILLED USAR RESCUER HUSAR ITA-1
FIREFIGHTER SINCE 2006
EXPERIENCE IN RECENT EARTHQUAKES SINCE 2006
5

Massimiliano Mori
Italy

TRAINER
AGE: 54

NATIONAL FIRE CORPS
FIREFIGHTER (MINISTRY OF INTERIOR) SINCE 1990
TEAM USAR MEDIUM CREW LEADER
USAR EXPERT TRAINER
6
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PRE-SECTORISATION
Strengths and Weaknesses

PRE-SECTORISATION:
Strengths





save time;
available data pre-event;
help Local Authorities involved in earthquake
quick awareness of the need resources
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PRE-SECTORISATION:
Weaknesses
 emergency plans not updated or missing
 Time-dependent factors such as:
EN





density of inhabitants;
buildings’ primary occupancy
buildings’ damage level

 damage level unknown
 viability conditions unknown

SECTORISATION IN ASR1
Sector sizing and active sectors
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SECTOR SIZING

Which is the right size of a sector?
In the procedures and guidelines that talk about sectorization we find what are
the parameters that must be taken into account to create a sector, but there
are not indications on its useful dimension in order to complete a quick and
effective assessment.

In the BELICE Manual about ASR1 we have tried to answer to this question.

SECTOR SIZING

5 assessment teams for each
sector
and 1 sector coordinator (span of control)
The “span of coordination” concept involves a flexible number of teams and is
based on the concept of “span of control.”
Once the number of teams to manage becomes too large their activities
become more difficult to coordinate. If it appears the span of coordination will
be exceeded, (generally when there are more than seven teams) sector
coordination should be considered.
(source: INSARAG UCC Manual)
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SECTOR SIZING

5
EN

assessment
teams

SECTOR SIZING

1 hour to cover 4 worksites (ASR2)
Each assessment team can evaluate about 4 worksites
per hour
In the small scale exercise, carried out in Poggioreale (Sicily), we tested the
EASER Project procedures.
In the exercise script we put all barrier effects identified which were faced
by assessment teams.
During the exercise, despite the barrier effects, assessment teams evaluated
5 worksites in about an hour and half.
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SECTOR SIZING

5

assessment
teams

4

n. of buildings
assessed per hour
by each team

SECTOR SIZING

Operational level ASR2 should be completed in 3 hours
For the reasons explained in session J5* it is evaluated that the SAR coordinated
operations should start as soon as possible, and in any case within the first 12
hours.
Considering that it takes at least 3 hours to do the ASR2, it is deduced that the
ASR1 should be completed in 6 hours after the earthquake.
* reference book “Earthquake protection”.
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SECTOR SIZING

Operational level ASR2 should be completed in 3 hours
For the reasons explained in session J5* it is evaluated that the SAR coordinated
operations should start as soon as possible, and in any case within the first 12
hours. We have put the maximum limit at 6 hours to perform ASR1 to respect the
statisticts about the survival people under the rubble (50% after 6 hours).

EN

From field exercises** it was tested that ASR2 could be performed at least in 3
hours after the wide area assessment (ASR1).
* reference book “Earthquake protection”.
** EASeR Project 2019.

SECTOR SIZING

5

assessment
teams
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4

n. of buildings
assessed per hour
by each team

3

hours to assess the
assigned sector

60

buildings per
sector

SECTOR SIZING - Nbs

Nbs ≈

Nb

50

δ

total no. of
buildings

buildings per
sector

δ coefficient

calculated as the previous
formula

buildings’ characteristics as their construction’s parameters, age,
type and their population density (high-occupancy, high/low-rise
buildings) and viability. Factors that can be very variable and
highly dependent on the site affected by the crisis.
“δ” coefficient deducts 20% of the previous formula to consider
these aspects.

Sectors ID
The image below shows numbered sectors identified in a highly urbanized area
of Florence, whose boundaries run along streets.
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Sectors ID
It shall be necessary to divide the sectors in numbers, having the following
characteristics:
 about 50 buildings each one;
 their boundaries shall run along streets/roads, rivers, railroad, lakes etc…;
 they shall be identified clockwise.
Each Assessment Team shall be given the following:
• A technical sheet including the map of the sector;
• the information to reach it.
• 20 progressive numbers to name unmistakably the identified sites.

EN

The sector code must be separated from the worksite number by a hyphen
to prevent any misunderstanding 1-1, 1-2, 1-3, ……., 1-n.

Active sectors

Once the sectors have been
dimensioned for the different areas
in the sectorization plan it is
possible to define which sectors are
to be activated, i.e. those to send
rescue teams to carry out
assessment activities (ASR2) and
therefore they will be defined as
“active sectors”.
This depends on the nature of
buildings/infrastructure inside the
sector and on the time of event as
explained in J5 session.
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PISA “Sectorization in according to BELICE Manual”)
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ALBANIA EARTHQUAKE “Sectorization” of Durrës

(according INSARAG guidelines)

EN

THANK YOU FOR YOUR
ATTENTION
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6.4.9 Session J15 - Setting Priorities

WAAP Training Course
Day Two – Tuesday 17.11.2020

Session J15
Setting Priorities
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EN

Where to go first

PRIORITIZATION OF DAMAGED
AREAS

Introduction

THE TRAINERS

4
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Antonio Annecchini
Italy

TRAINER
AGE: 43

OFFICER OF ITALIAN NATIONAL FIRE AND RESCUE SERVICE
CIVIL SERVANT (MINISTRY OF INTERIOR) SINCE 2006
AGENCY FIELD COMMANDER (ABRUZZO-ITALY REGIONAL DIRECTORATE)
LIAISON OFFICER (RECENT ITALIAN SEISMIC CRISES)

MEMBER OF BOARD OF EXPERT OF THE BELICE PROJECT
5

Alessandro Fanfani
Italy

TRAINER
AGE: 52

FIREFIGHTER OF ITALIAN NATIONAL FIRE AND RESCUE SERVICE
OPERATIONAL (MINISTRY OF INTERIOR) SINCE 1998
WORK AT THE PROVINCIAL COMMAND OF FLORENCE
NATIONAL TRAINER ‘TAS’ (TOPOGRAPHY APPLIED TO THE RESCUE)

MEMBER OF BOARD OF EXPERT OF THE BELICE PROJECT
6
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Let‘s start

SIZE UP OF THE SITUATION
PROBLEM SOLVING AND DECISION
MAKING

INCIDENT PHASE
•
•
•
•

INITIAL RECEIPT OF INFORMATION
BUILD-UP
WITHDRAWAL
REPORTING AND INQUIRY
IDENTIFY
RELEVANT
FACTORS

INITIAL RECEIPT OF
INFORMATION
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INITIAL ACTION
PHASE

MAKE
LOGICAL
DEDUCTION

+

CONSOLIDATING
PHASE

INITIAL ACTION PHASE
FIRST INFORMATION AVAILABLE
POST EVENT
• Scientific community (e.g.
shakemap);
• “last minute” information from
LEMA (pre-ASR+post event
informations);
• Social media

Pre-Sectorisation

Scientific community
Shake map

Information from social media

PGA>0.3 (IX)

«last minute» information

PGA>0.2 (VIII)
PGA>0.1 (VII)

CONSOLIDATE PHASE
DETAILED ANALYSIS (FIELD CHECK)
• Operators/staff on -site;
• Flight activities (helicopters&drone );
• Satellites (change detection);
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OPERATIONAL PROBLEM SOLVING
• FIND THE BEST SOLUTION TO A RANGE OF PROBLEMS
• TO MAKE DECISIONS
• TO GIVE “DIRECTIONS”
• Clear definition of the issues
• Collection of all facts which are relevant
• Careful and logical examination of the
situation
• Possible and reasonable solution options
• Selection of the final solution

EN

OPERATIONAL PROBLEM SOLVING
AIM

RELEVANT FACTORS
&
LOGICAL DEDUCTIONS

COURSES OPEN

BEST COURSE
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OPERATIONAL PROBLEM SOLVING
WORKFLOW

INFORMATION
SITUATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE
PRIORITIES

Let‘s continue

PROBLEM SOLVING FORMAT:
WHICH ARE THE MAIN
ELEMENTS?
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SITUATIONAL INTELLIGENCE

EN

SITUATIONAL INTELLIGENCE
Vulnerability Matrices in terms of
Macroseismic Intensity
One matrix for each vulnerability
class (A, B, C);
• Number of buildings that suffer a
certain level of damage
concerning the macroseismic
intensity;
• Level of damage EMS-98 (from
D0 to D5);
• Macroseismic intensity EMS-98
(from grade V to grade XII)
•
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SITUATIONAL INTELLIGENCE

SITUATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE
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RESOURCE SIZING
50 damaged
buildings

5 USAR teams

EN

<50 damaged
buildings

PGA

Coverage factor per sector
I

[g]
0.10-0.20
0.20-0.30
0.30-0.60
0.60-0.80
>0.80
>0.80

[EMS-98]
VII
VIII
IX
X
XI
XII

0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
1.0

PRIORITIZATION OF DAMAGED
SECTORS
Sector ranking (Level 1 priority) – Annex 3.8 (par. 3.8.1)
Information used:
• Type of zone;
• Type of prevalent buildings;
• Expected damage to buildings;
• Number of assessment teams needed;
• Population.
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Sector
ID

Zone

A1

A2

Type of
constructio
n
B1

Expected
degree of
damage
B2

Teams
assessment
needed
B3

Population
B4

Priority
ID
B5

PRIORITIZATION OF DAMAGED
SECTORS
C1. Population density

POPULATION
RESCUE
MANAGEMENT

Class information used:
• Population
• Scenario
• Rescue management

SCENARIO

Sector ranking
(Level 2 priority)
– Annex 3.8 (par. 3.8.2)

density ≤ 100
density ≤ 1000
density > 1000

C2. Medical conditions
no hospital, nursing homes, health care, etc.
hospital, nursing homes, health care, etc.
C3. Cognitive abilities
no known cognitive issues
limited cognitive abilities (e.g. grade school, middle school, etc.)
very limited cognitive abilities (e.g. nursery school, preschool, etc.) and
cognitive deficits
D1. Weather profile
no hazardous weather forecast
hazardous forecast (12 hours or less)
hazardous forecast (more than 12 hours)
existing hazardous weather or other particular conditions (heavy snowfall,
scorching heat, etc…)

VALUE
1
2
3

1
3
1
2
3

4
3
2
1

D2. Hazards Assessment
no known hazards
damaged infrastructure that could create a domino effect on the sector

1
2

E1. Teams assessment needed
1 team
2 teams
3 teams
4 teams
5 teams

1
2
3
4
5

Time to sum up

KEY POINTS
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RESOURCE SIZING & SETTING
PRIORITIES
Situational awareness
EN

Active sector (the threshold of the
“attention”earthquake)

Decision-making criteria

It‘s all!

THANK YOU FOR KIND
ATTENTION
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6.4.10 Session J16 - Identifying Needs
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Session J16
Identifying Needs
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EN

The importance of the identification of the main needs

IDENTIFYING NEEDS

Peter Goxharaj
Germany

TRAINER
AGE: 60

SENIOR PROGRAM OFFICER FOR USAR IN THW HQ
SKILLED RESCUER (GERMAN ARMED FORCES)
CIVIL SERVANT (MINISTRY OF INTERIOR) SINCE 1984
INSARAG OPERATIONAL FOCAL POINT GERMANY

MEMBER OF THE INSARAG TRAINING WORKING GROUP
4
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WHAT WE ALL KNOW:
After earthquakes the typical needs are:
- USAR Teams
- Medical teams and field hospitals
- Shelter
- Wat-San
- Structural Assessment for rehab or demolition
- and finally NFI
But these questions rise quickly:
What sort of…
How many…
And how long

Let us talk about…

USAR TEAMS
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IT COULD BE SO EASY…
Quite logic after a quake, you need USAR Teams:
- Heavy ones, for the difficult jobs
- Medium for the “normal jobs”
- Light for the quick rescue work

EN

What a pity that you might need hundreds of them!
And about 1.000 engineers maybe?
What about the coordination?
And are they self sufficient too?

IT WOULD BE EASY, IF…

There is more than just Civil Protection/Fire brigades as a resource
Remember Pre-ASR and ASR 0?
And still the question: They are all of the same standard?
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Virtually pitch black now…

NEEDS – ALL IDENTIFIED?

COMING BACK TO SHELTER…
Short term?
Middle term?
Long term?
Where?
Standards?
Weather?
Logistics?

Facility Management?
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ONE NEED LEADS TO THE NEXT ONE…
Plan of action ready?
Any media officer there
to explain this mess?
By the way: these people
will vote next year! Better
to have a talk with the
mayor

EN

What in about pollution?
What land use in a year?

Identifying needs is a difficult task as so many follow ups occur…

TIME TO SPEAK ABOUT THE
ASSESSMENT RANGE
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WITHIN 6 HOURS ALL THE NEEDS?
Quite impossible!
Without preparation completely impossible!

- Be aware that only the basic needs will be identified
- Understand that Plans of Action have to be in place
- Recognize that errors will happen and need an explainer for the media
Without a coherent approach you are lost!
There must be a skilled backup team in crisis center/HQ to work on the
assessment results to add all the “nitty gritty”

DID YOU IDENTIFIED ALL NEEDS?
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SOME NEEDS ARE HIDDEN…
We called the ASR 1 in the past “the window
assessment” for a good reason

- “Quick and dirty” as the job is endless and
the time limited
- “On first sight” as the team just flies by
- “Trusting the belly feeling” as experience
tell you

EN

A disaster is chaos and challenges all of us!
There is no perfect ideal to do the job!

WILL BE BETTER NEXT TIME!
Hopefully!

Lessons Learnt are essential
Even more important: learn from others!
Exercise frequently!
Standard Operating Procedures and Plans of
Actions must be updated/checked

By the way: We all make mistakes, so
prepare yourself to explain
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QUESTIONS

?
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6.4.11 Session J17 - Identifying Means

EN
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Session J17
Identifying Means
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Being aware that means are always limited

IDENTIFYING MEANS

Peter Goxharaj
Germany

TRAINER
AGE: 60

SENIOR PROGRAM OFFICER FOR USAR IN THW HQ
SKILLED RESCUER (GERMAN ARMED FORCES)
CIVIL SERVANT (MINISTRY OF INTERIOR) SINCE 1984
INSARAG OPERATIONAL FOCAL POINT GERMANY

MEMBER OF THE INSARAG TRAINING WORKING GROUP
4
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WHAT WE ALL KNOW:
There is a misbalance between needs and available means!
There are never enough local means on spot
EN

Even worsening:
- A wrong assignment of means cannot be re-allocated that easily
- Operational demands need quick decision
- There are experienced assessment teams and those which are not
So how to find out what could be the fitting means?

WHO SAID IT IS EASY?

There is teams and those which are not

By the way: the clock is ticking! So hurry up!
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There are very different views on…

MEANS AND THEIR AVAILABILITY

SOME SAY IT IS ALL REGULATED!
In theory yes, but means differ due to:
- Training/experience (USAR Teams)
- Quality (Tools)
- Production issues (NFI)
- To be continued endlessly…
If we want sufficient means NOW
- We have to talk about prevention
- Also about preparedness
Please do not forget LOGISTICS!
All is needed ASAP!
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ALL IS LINKED…

EN

Remember Pre-ASR and ASR 0?
Regulation is fine, but is it also implemented?
And still the question: They are all of the same standard?

Tell me about…

YOUR MEANS EXPERIENCE
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TELL ME: WHICH MEANS TO
DEPLOY?

HOW DO OTHERS PREPARE?

Does it help?
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EN

Finally…

MEANS ARE ALWAYS RARE

ALL MEANS READY?
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AFTER THE FIRST VIEW:

Analyze!
More Details needed?
Someone with more
experience to ask?

Whatever you decide, tell
crisis center/HQ ASAP!
Make notes about the
decision!
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6.4.12 Session J20 - Preparing for incoming assistance

Session J20

EN

Preparing for incoming assistance

Paolo Vaccari
Italy

TRAINER
AGE: 56
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT EXPERT AT INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS UNIT OF

ITALIAN CIVIL PROTECTION DEPARTMENT
EU-UN-NATO-WHO TRAINED
EUCP MISSION EXPERT AND TEAM LEADER

TRAINER AND LECTURER AT EUCPM COURSES EXERCISE DIRECTOR FOR MODEX
INSARAG NATIONAL OPERATIONS FOCAL POINT
2
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Incoming Assistance

WHAT WE EXPECT?

What we expect from international assistance
WHEN
• as soon as possible

WHAT
• what need it

WHERE
• where is need it
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Approach and capacity of reaction are influenced by
Scale of event

Access to the area

Context

EN

Extension of area involved

• You are in a position that could
make the difference.
• Your informations will be the
baseline for big decisions and will
orienter even the form of
coordination
• Estimation of figures (extension of
the area involved, number of people
affected) answering to key question
(access to the area, limitations,
possible bottlneck) as well as
knowledge of the local and national
structure will define the design of
coordination.
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• As first responder you can address
next team, local and national
authority and indirectly the large
community of responder around the
world.

• As local authority you can take the
control of the situation since the
beginning orientering directly level of
assistance necessary and setting up
the most appropriate system of
coordination.

Request of international assistance

Situation
awareness

Needs
assessment

Time available

Logistic
support

Coordination
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We can direct
international
teams or we can
suffer of their
deployment.

EN

• Pressure, request, ability to take control of the
operational context, the risk is to loose control and make
mistake.

• Control the system depends on capacity to elaborate
information available and trasform that in indications at
operational, tactical even strategic level.
• It is not only the need to set up a UCC as soon as
possible it is a matter to understand also other effect of
the disaster such as population assistance, cultural
awareness, social, political situation

• Coordination system must take in account and reflect
the context. We cannot simply drop form above our
perfect system!

assistance and coordination
Request via UN, EU, NATO,
bilateral

Level of coordination UN, EU,
National
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Host Nation Support
A pragmatic approach in order to facilitate a process in the mutual
interest of the involved States.

It’s about arrangements, terms of references, procedures.

Arrangement can be decided at the moment of the request or
hopefully can be decide before…in peace time

Overview of HNS Activities
Emergency

Prepare

Request

Arrival

On site

National

Agreement

Registration,

Assistance

Emergency

on HNS

Briefing

along all

Plan

condition

Support

activities
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Who is
responsible
for Host Nation
Support?

EN
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coordination
Communication
Food
Drinking water
Fuel
Accomodation
In-country transport
Medical support
Liaison officer
Interpreters
Visa
Acceptance of regulated profession
Exempt from customs
Authorisation to operate
Security services
Liability

6.4.13 Session O1 - PREPAREDNESS AND PREVENTION
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EN

Introduction:

THE TRAINERS

3
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Italy
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2005
ENGINEER BACKGROUND EXPERIENCE IN TELECOMMUNICATION
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IN CHARGE OF EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AND CIVIL PROTECTION
PLANNING FOR THE CITY WITH MULTIPLE INSTRUMENTS AND
TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION FOR EMERGENCY OPERATION CENTER
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Alessandro Fanfani
Italy

TRAINER
AGE: 52

FIREFIGHTER OF ITALIAN NATIONAL FIRE AND RESCUE SERVICE
CIVIL SERVANT (MINISTRY OF INTERIOR) SINCE 1998
WORK AT THE PROVINCIAL COMMAND OF FLORENCE
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EN

What you can get from Local Authority…

PRE SECTORIZATION

MUNICIPALITY OF
PISA AREA
MAP OF
EDIFICATION
BUILDING PERIOD
AND
VULNERABILITY

Legend
Buildings after 1965

Low

Buildings between 1939 and
1965
Buildings before 1939
Old Town
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High

RECORDS
EXTRACTED FROM
THE OFFICIAL
REGISTRY FILE OF
THE
MUNICIPALITY

Ag
e

529
residents
in the
area of
the test

Family ID
Useful to keep the
householder as
reference in the
assistance and
reconstruction phases
Unique id for
road name.
Basic
requirement for
geocoding

16
resident
s

Map Query on single
point.
Extract from database
records of all residents
info for every single house
number
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EN

57
residents
in the
area
selected
by
polygon
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HOW TO MAKE A PRE SECTORIZATION ?
Using the extracted info above we proceed to define the polygons, part of the pre sectorization, so to try having
around 50 buildings per sector.

The sector is manually
defined keeping
physical elements as
part of the perimeter
(sea, river, big road…).
For each sector using
the GIS is possible to
immediately known
how many polygons
or house numbers are
present.

BUILDING PERIOD LAYER

To add an additional
info to the sectors is
possible to add the
building period layer
so to have an
additional info related
to vulnerability
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RESIDENTS LAYER

EN

Residents info has
been aggregated for
each single house
number providing a
visual representation
divided by range

SUMMARY VIEW

The two additional Info Layers
can be merged together so to
have a unique map with
Sector, Building age and
Residents info
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What you can get from Local Authority…

SHARED PLANS AND STRATEGIC
INFO

PLAN AVAILABILITY FOR FIRST RESPONDERS
Plan stored also
on
dropbox/google
drive folder
Primary and
strategic data
available on
google maps to
make info
available without
any specific
software
requirement
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OPENSTREETMAP POI

Strategic info to share,
from Local level to Rescuers
EN

DATA CAN BE EXPORTED IN LOCAL FILE
Keep OpenStreetMap UPDATED

What if Local Authority info are not available…

PRE SECTORIZATION
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TOOLS
If the local authority has no data and information
ASR1

CENSUS DATA TOOL
Most countries make census data
available online
• Census data split the entire national
territory into areas

• Inside the areas there are lots of
information useful for creating ASR1
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CENSUS DATA TOOL
Numbers of
popolation

EN

AVAILABLE
INFORMATION

Costruction
data

Census

data

Building’s
characteristics

Numbers of
Buildings

CENSUS DATA TOOL
Population density
of florence

Each sector contains
the following
information:

• Numbers of
residents
• Buildings
construction type
• Costruction age
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OPENSTREETMAP TOOL
What is OpenStreetMap?
OpenStreetMap (OSM) is a
collaborative project aimed at
creating free content world maps

• FREE license
• Everyone can contribute by
enriching or editing the data
• Worldwide coverage (with
variable datails)

OPENSTREETMAP TOOL
Let’s take Amatrice earthquake example

Shakemap and
the epicentre of
Amatrice
earthquake of
24 August 2016

Shakemap stop
at 0,8 pga.
Area of greatest
damage is
where ASR1 is
needed
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OPENSTREETMAP TOOL

This is the hot
area where
ASR1 is needed

EN

OPENSTREETMAP TOOL
With GIS software
can be setup (also
offline)
- Layer of lines
containing roads,
railways, rivers,
lakes and coast
line
-Layer of
buildings
free
downloadable
OenStreetMap
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OPENSTREETMAP TOOL FOR
ASR1
With a self-produced
script is possible to
split the hot area into
sectors using the
phisical elements
polygons
Adding a layer with
approx demographic
data is possible to
know the most
populated sectors

OPENSTREETMAP TOOL
Info available in
each sector:
• Sector surface
• Buildup area
• Numbers of
buildings
• Approx
number of
residents
• Housing
density
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QUESTIONS

?

EN
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6.4.14 Session O4 Analysing logistic problems

Analysing logistic problems
ToT training

Session O4
Proper Planning and Practice Prevents Piss Poor Performance
Theory of the 7 P !!!!!!!!!
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EN

Logistic and Assesment Difficulty

WHY IS LOGISTIC CRITICAL IN WIDE
AREA ASSEMENT PROCESS (WAAP) ?

GLOBAL EVENT LOGISTIC

Transport

USAR

Waste&Debris
move

IT
Population
evacuation

Assesment
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Shelter
House

Health

Which cards have you ?
FOR DOING WHAT ?

IN WHICH AREA ?
WHAT SIZE OF THE AREA ?

5

TEST THEM AND PRODUCT CRITICISM !!
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BEFORE LOOKING FOR TOOLS AND
LOGISTIC YOU HAVE TO KNOW
WHAT IS THE GAME : SCENARIO
EN

Choose the different components of
your scenario and

with ressources that could be available

NOW YOU SHOULD KNOW THE GAP
BETWEEN YOUR RESSOURCES AVAILABLE
AND NEEDS TO FULLFILLED THE MISSION
OF ASSESMENT !

You will always miss means and ressources !
Your role : Be prepared to manage it !
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TIME TO USE THE CARDS ! Here is only examples (we could talk
about associations, UAV, outsources…) for 1 scenario !
Means

Numbers

Constraint

Time to be
available

Duration

Human
ressource

Cost

Exploitati
on needs

1

Helico
+
camera

2

Public call or
CP ones ?
Streaming
system ?
Delay to use
data?
Radio ?

2 hours

4 hours
/day

1 aerial
officier
trained

50
k€
/day

2 agents
to review
videos
and link
to GIS

2

Satellite

..

Copernicus
mechanism

6 hours

1 use
/day

0

0

1 agent
to include
in GIS

3

Local
assesme
nt

40
municipalities

1 contact /
each
municipality

0 to 10 hours
depending on
IT

undefined

5 agents to
collect infos

Train
ing
and
exerc
ise

1 agent to
include in
GIS

4

Tweeter

..

Survey
Accuracy
Link to Crisis
plaform

Immediatly

undefined

1 analyzer

0 to
10
k€ /y

1 officier
linked to
analyzer

The four points to keep in
mind :

1- Logistic for assessment is the first more important
to be deployed : Is it complicate ? YES
2- Preparing scenarii to select the cards 3- Trainings
and exercises using the cards are primal
4- The power of the cards you will play should be
mastered or you will loose some of their capacities
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THANK YOU
EN
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Being aware of the interaction between

ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY
AND OPERATIONAL PLANS

Peter Goxharaj
Germany

TRAINER
AGE: 60

SENIOR PROGRAM OFFICER FOR USAR IN THW HQ
SKILLED RESCUER (GERMAN ARMED FORCES)
CIVIL SERVANT (MINISTRY OF INTERIOR) SINCE 1984
INSARAG OPERATIONAL FOCAL POINT GERMANY

MEMBER OF THE INSARAG TRAINING WORKING GROUP
4
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DON’T RE-INVENT THE WHEEL…
Crisis response should not be an action out of improvisation
Crisis response should be following clear priorization of needs
Means should be used carefully “not to burn out”
The task of balancing is on… YOU!
And you should be clear about your decision

JUST IMAGINE…
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IN A PERFECT WORLD…

EN

…each assessment result has an
operational plan that follows!

SOMETIMES EXTRA PLANNING…
It would be good if we would have all
plans ready and updated…

But in real life sometime we have to
improvise!
Better to do a quick drawing than
getting lost in discussion
But never forget the “eternal truth”:
Experts tend to get lost in details
Sometimes it is better to think only in
bigger dimensions!
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WE ALL USE THE SAME METHOD?
Don’t mix

Never do quick changes
Always stay with the
methodology you know
Be aware of possibility
that other actors have
different operational
plans that lead to gaps
and lacks!

You will not believe…

CULTURE INFLUENCES YOU
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ALL PROCEDURES CLEAR?

EN

USE ALL NEW TECH YOU CAN GET
Team briefings quickens!

Data is available on spot
Items will not be forgotten
Reports quicken a lot
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BETTER TO EXERCISE THE PLAN

HAVING NO PLAN IS BAD:
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BE PREPARED TO DO PLANS:
Use your most experienced staff for the
development of new operational plans
Always think the unthinkable!
Be coherent!

EN

Try to get a verification of your plan by an
external expert

Test it in an exercise
Think about the feedback chain (teach it
and change teaching after lessons learnt)

QUENSTIONS

?
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Understanding the quite impossible task

BALANCING MEANS AND NEEDS

Peter Goxharaj
Germany

TRAINER
AGE: 60

SENIOR PROGRAM OFFICER FOR USAR IN THW HQ
SKILLED RESCUER (GERMAN ARMED FORCES)
CIVIL SERVANT (MINISTRY OF INTERIOR) SINCE 1984
INSARAG OPERATIONAL FOCAL POINT GERMANY

MEMBER OF THE INSARAG TRAINING WORKING GROUP
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DO YOU BELIEVE…
That “the administration” is as quick as DHL Express or FEDEX?
That everything will always turns to be good?

Better asked: Do you still believe in Father Christmas?

Honestly: As a professional, you should know already that in real live
most situations need a judgement, decision for or against something

Doing the impossible…

SERVING ALL NEEDS WITH MEANS
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IT COULD BE SO EASY…
If only resources would
be available with a finger
snip…
EN

If we could fly on a
broom like witches…

Ops, back to reality
How to deal with it?

ALL MEANS ARE STANDARDIZED…
It would be so nice…
All tools standardized
All rescuers perfectly trained
All equipment 100% ready
to use
Always redundancy available
Etc.
Etc.
But in real live…
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DON’T RE-INVENT THE WHEEL…
Crisis response should not be an action out of improvisation
Crisis response should be following clear priorization of needs
Means should be used carefully “not to burn out”
The task of balancing is on… YOU!

And you should be clear about your decision, based on SOP and
Plans of Action

At least no discussion needed for the decision on highest need:

HUMAN LIVES FIRST!
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WE CANNOT BALANCE PERFECTLY:
So very helpful to be on the “save
side” is we get informed that a human
life is in risk…
EN

By the way: always a good think to tell
if the media is questioning your
decision:
Our ethics put human live above all

Let us talk about…

DISASTER RELIEF PRIORITIES
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LOGISTIC SECOND?

YES, WE CAN’T SERVE ALWAYS:
But don’t forget that without
functioning logistics you are lost!
Free roads, safe ways are essential
for quick arriving resources.

It is not a bad idea to have this in
mind when you have “free”
resources to allocate.
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INFRASTRUCTURE NOW!
No communication – no information
No energy supply – darkness!

EN

The solid base for quick relief needs
sometimes priorities that does not
look so important at this moment,
but night will come soon and the call
from your boos too

SMALL THINGS CAN HAVE IMPACT!
But don’t forget about the little
things as they can have a huge
impact
Nothing is too small to be taken
out of the consideration!
Again, the coherent approach:
only with all aspects considered
the decision on allocation will
be real relief
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QUESTIONS

?
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6.4.17 Session O10 Preparing ASR2
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Session O10
Preparing ASR2
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Preparing ASR2

PROVIDE SUPPORT TO THE
OVERALL
USAR MISSION

Introduction

THE TRAINERS

4
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Antonio Annecchini
Italy

TRAINER
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EN

OFFICER OF ITALIAN NATIONAL FIRE AND RESCUE SERVICE
CIVIL SERVANT (MINISTRY OF INTERIOR) SINCE 2006
AGENCY FIELD COMMANDER (ABRUZZO-ITALY REGIONAL DIRECTORATE)
LIAISON OFFICER (RECENT ITALIAN SEISMIC CRISES)

MEMBER OF BOARD OF EXPERT OF THE BELICE PROJECT
5

Let‘s start

THE IMPORTANCE OF LOGISTICS

312

LOGISTICS
• SUPPORT
• FACILITIES
• COMMUNICATIONS
OPENING KEY MESSAGE
Logistic systems can be seen as a
chain: if one link is missing, the system
will not work

OPERATIONAL LEVEL NEEDS
• MAINTAINING EXTENDED RESCUE OPERATIONS
• SAFETY
A structured emergency management
plan can make a difference
Effect
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LOGISTICS FRAMEWORK
System, boundaries, input and output
• ORGANIZATION’S PERSONNEL;
• EQUIPMENT;
• TRANSPORTATION;
• PLANNING;
• INVENTORY MANAGEMENT;
• COMMUNICATION
Situational factors
• INFRASTRUCTURE;
• ENVIRONMENTAL;
• SOCIO-ECONOMIC;
• GOVERNMENT.

EN

EMERGENCY CONTEXT
DISASTER
• Sudden calamitous event that severely disrupts the functioning of
a community or society and causes human, material, economic
and environmental losses.
MOST COMMONLY AFFECTED SYSTEMS
• Infrastructure (e.g. water systems, road network…);
• Social and behavioural aspects;
• Health aspects.
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PLANNING AND PREPARATION
• SUPPORT
• FACILITIES
• COMMUNICATIONS
KEY MESSAGE
It is necessary to abandon the idea that
transport and other arrangements can
be improvised

PLANNING AND PREPARATION
• SUPPORT
• FACILITIES

•

•
•
•

ICP
Staging areas
Bases

COMMUNICATIONS
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THE FLOW OF TRANSPORTATION
THE LOGISTIC CHAIN

EN

Time to sum up

KEY POINTS AND EXPERIENCE
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KEY POINT
• Sharing information;
• Assessing key infrastructure

•
•

•
•
•

Mapping;
Forecasting;
Monitoring.

Availability of resources for logistic support on site;
Preparedness.

AMATRICE CASE (EARTHQUAKE
2016)
Emergency Areas
(Logistics)
E/L

Accessibility&Connections
Work Site
S…
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AMATRICE CASE (EARTHQUAKE
2016)

EN

AMATRICE CASE (EARTHQUAKE
2016)

EA

EA
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AMATRICE CASE (EARTHQUAKE
2016)

L1

AMATRICE CASE (EARTHQUAKE
2016)
EA

L1
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AMATRICE CASE (EARTHQUAKE
2016)
EN

L1

KEY-MESSAGE
Appropriateness;
Good conditions;
Sufficient quantities;
Right place and right time;
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WHAT ABOUT?

STRENGTHENING LOCAL INFRASTRUCTURE AND INSTITUTIONS?

DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES
“Planners must consider how the location and design of emergency
facilities and staff development methods can contribute to the
improvement of the logistics in the long term”

From UN Disaster Management Training Programme
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It‘s all!

THANK YOU FOR KIND
ATTENTION
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6.4.18 Session D3 Information Management

WAAP Training Course
Day Three – Wednesday 18.11.2020

Session D3
Information Management
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Being aware of the problems that exist in

INFORMATON MANAGEMENT

Peter Goxharaj
Germany

TRAINER
AGE: 60

SENIOR PROGRAM OFFICER FOR USAR IN THW HQ
SKILLED RESCUER (GERMAN ARMED FORCES)
CIVIL SERVANT (MINISTRY OF INTERIOR) SINCE 1984
INSARAG OPERATIONAL FOCAL POINT GERMANY

MEMBER OF THE INSARAG TRAINING WORKING GROUP
4
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DO YOU KNOW…
That in the Haiti quake 2010 most information in the first hours were
shared via social media?
That very often mass media is spreading in the first hours more bad
news than good ones as they “sell” better?

That very often individuals tend to spread fake news as well as they
intend to overact when not happy with the information they got?
That some media persons will use the situation to become more
popular by blaming… YOU!?
So how to inform… how to manage needed facts, reports, media

Let us look on the elements of Information Management:

WHAT, HOW, WHEN…
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IT COULD BE SO EASY…
If only official channels are allowed to
communicate… but, would
- All information be really reliable?
- All information come in time
- All information be sorted correctly?
EN

The answer is no, as in these days
information got quicker, broader spread
and used by all level inside the official
channels and out of them
Information Management is something to
be done by skilled and trained personnel
to have the wanted outcome!

IS THIS REALLY INFORMATION…
Yes! And maybe even better to understand
than long reports or tables…
The question we have to ask ourselves is, if
we are not only able to collect all
information and in addition be sure about
the “truth” as well as the relevance of the
content!
Nonetheless the “extra work” must be
accepted, as we have to get all information
first and than (later) check and verify
content.
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IS THIS INFORMATION GOING
UP?
Yes! Or maybe? Or just in parts?
If No! Why? Is there no SOP?
Even if operations and decision maker
level are quite different in crisis response
activities and tasks…
Decision maker level must have all
information to make the right decision.
Missing information can be a weapon to
be used against You by the media!

Let us talk about…

YOUR GOOD EXPERIENCE
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And now let us talk about…

YOUR BAD EXPERIENCE

TYPICAL EXPERIENCE?
Unfortunately Yes!
Most decision makers have much more bad than good experience
with the media and this leads often to even more problems…
Who suffered from bad press/TV is much more sceptic, but…
Regarding trust, it is a clear No! for acting as bad as “them”
Media training is essential and even more: So easy done
Keep in mind that You “control” the media not vice versa!
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Better some information
than no information?
Do‘s and Dont‘s…

EVERYONE SHOULD KNOW:
A copy of these guidelines…
…should be in every assessment
team members pocket, but also in
the pockets of all

- Rescuers
- Mayors
- i.e. Persons involved in crisis
response!
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Selection, Analyzation and passing through…

USING INFORMATION

INFORMATION OVERKILL?

What does this picture tells us?
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SOMETHING TO REMEMBER:
A minister rarely wants to read in an update more than one page
Have specialized “Eyes” in your crisis cell to handle incoming
information before passing it to the next level

If there is really bad news to tell: Take responsibility and send not you
spokes person
Inform quick, don’t wait to long, otherwise the media is ahead!
Do frequent media training with all staff!
Questions should be welcomed any time!

QUESTIONS

?
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6.4.19 Session D 6-7 Expectation from citizens and
political level

Session D 6-7

EN

Expectation from citizens and political level

Paolo Vaccari
Italy

TRAINER
AGE: 56
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT EXPERT AT INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS UNIT OF

ITALIAN CIVIL PROTECTION DEPARTMENT
EU-UN-NATO-WHO TRAINED
EUCP MISSION EXPERT AND TEAM LEADER

TRAINER AND LECTURER AT EUCPM COURSES EXERCISE DIRECTOR FOR MODEX
INSARAG NATIONAL OPERATIONS FOCAL POINT
2
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Zunin/Meyers,
as cited in
Training Manual
for Mental Health
and Human
Service Workers
in Major
Disasters, U.S.
Department of
Health and
Human Services
(2000)

Do not understimate how change of mood in the popultation
can affect operations

An extreme situation
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Honeymoon
Rescuer are onsite, they act fast, producing tangible results, so they are
depicted as heroes while local and national authority are distant, always
late, and responsible for fault and incompetence
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Disillusionment
As people see results
from rescuer their
expectations grows
and a vicious circle
start…
Then people will start
to be unhappy of the
results and hostile to
rescuers
At this point people
expect to see someone
identify responsible for
what happened
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L’Aquila Earthquake 2009

CREATING FAST ANSWER COULD
GENERATE MORE
EXPECTATIONS

From trauma care to public health

HOW TO FIND AN EXIT
STRATEGY?_
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Pressure 1
In the first hours decisions can be taken easily and fast. Coordination system is simple and rapid
to react. Population have direct access to rescuer and receive also support out of USAR operation
After a few days specific procedures and new rules are introduced and a more complex
coordination set up. Decision are slowly and people start to be unsatisfy
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Pressure 2
People want to go back at home as soon as possible. They they expect rapid evaluation and
removal of debris in order to access houses.
Local authority push in the same direction, but national authority has different approach looking
at a recovery plan
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Accountability
In the aftermath of the disaster many decision on operation can be taken based on verbal
agreement.
Keep record of that is important if and when in the future decision taken can be attacked
by population, media or political side

A proper
communication is
essential
As the time pass people
start
to be impatient
and complains

…communication is
always late
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Be aware of promises
It’s easy for Leaders to make promises after
disasters. But what happens next?
Politicians and administrators reassure about
the conduction of the emergency and the
measures taken.

EN

They can even promise what it is not possible
to mantain to avoid any reaction from
population.
Be careful to be captured in this trap…
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6.4.20 Session D8 Barrier effect: impact on plans

WAAP Training Course
Day three – Wednesday 11.18.2020

Session D8
Barrier effect: impact on plans
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OUR TIME SCHEDULE:

EN

Massimiliano Mori
Italy

TRAINER
AGE: 54

NATIONAL FIRE CORPS
FIREFIGHTER (MINISTRY OF INTERIOR) SINCE 1990
USAR CREW LEADER
USAR EXPERT TRAINER
4
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Affected Area

RESCUERS

BARRIER EFFECT
According to EASeR – Enhancing Assessment in Search and Rescue - Project
easerproject.eu
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EASER PROJECT
The EASeR project focuses on a specific scope of search and rescue (SAR)
assessment called “barrier effect” during emergency interventions in response
to natural disasters, especially earthquakes.
The term “barrier effect” refers to obstacles resulting from a wide range of
environmental and not environmental factors such as: heavy snow, traffic
resulting from damaged road systems through narrow/limited escape routes,
road interruptions, non-coherent management of information flow
(dissemination of false/fake information, correct information not taken into
account, missing basic information).
Such factors can severely hamper the general assessment in SAR and
following operations.
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ANALISIS OF THE STATE OF THE ART (SURVEY)

The method used to analyse the state of the art, as agreed, is a questionnaire
(on-line survey) built up to involve international experts whose knowledge and
experience contributed to define “the barrier effect” more precisely and to
detect previously unnoticed gaps. This allowed the project team to collect data
about the “barrier effect” from the following countries:
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United Kingdom

Australia

Chile

Greece

Malta

Russia

USA

Netherland

Japan

Poland

Italy

Czech Republic

ANALISIS OF THE STATE OF
THE ART (SURVEY)
5 – I fully agree

The first question was:
Do you think that “barrier
effects” have an influence on
reconnaissance conducted in
the emergency environment
and affects the overall
performance of the search
and rescue teams?

4 – I agree

3 – I didn’t face this aspect

2 – I disagree

1 – I totally disagree

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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LIST OF POSSIBLE BARRIER EFFECTS
1. Access to worksites
2. Performance, knowledge, skills & training
3. Interaction with the affected population
4. Time pressure
5. Communications (IT)
6. Incident management
7. New technologies dependency and support
8. Media management
9. Use of aircrafts/helicopters
10. Activities outsourcing.
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BARRIER EFFECTS

SOME EXAMPLES
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MAIN ROAD FOR
AMATRICE

1. ACCESS TO WORKSITE
(Amatrice)

Want big impact?
Use big image.

CONGESTED
ROAD FOR USAR
TEAM

AMATRICE
13

1. ACCESS TO WORKSITE
(Amatrice)
CONGESTED ROAD
FOR USAR TEAM

ALTERNATIVE
ROAD

Want big impact?
Use big image.
ADVANCED
COMMAND
POST

14
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15

1.

ACCESS TO WORKSITE
(Rigopiano)
SNOWPLOUGH

EN

RESCUER TRUCKS BEHIND
SNOWPLOUGH

9.USE OF
HELICOPTER
(Rigopiano)
Need
standardized
procedures
between USAR
team and
Helicopter team
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5. COMMUNICATION & IT (Rigopiano)

1. ACCESS TO WORKSITE
(Ischia island)
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10. ACTIVITIES OUTSOURCING
(Ischia island)
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BARRIER EFFECTS
CAN WE ELIMINATE THEM?
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WE CAN’T ELIMINATE
MOST OF THE BARRIER EFFECTS

BARRIER EFFECTS
ARE UNPREDICTABLE?
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MOST OF THE BARRIER EFFECTS
ARE PREDICTABLE
If they are predictable, you should take this into account when you write
your emergency plan.

Barrier effects often cannot be eliminated, but they can be mitigated.
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MOST OF THE BARRIER EFFECTS
ARE PREDICTABLE
The best way to mitigate the barrier effects is a good plan before the event.
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BARRIER EFFECTS
MITIGATIONS (ON EMERGENCY PLAN)

BARRIER EFFECT related to:
 1.Access to worksites - Road blocked
MITIGATION ON PLANS
 Helicopter landing area
 Waiting area for incoming vehicles
outside the red zone

 Alternative routes
 It could be important the figure of local driver who knows the
communication routes (also alternative routes), the zones, the points
of interest, the potential dangers, the language and / or the dialect
used in the place of the disaster.
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BARRIER EFFECT related to:
 2.Performance, Knowledge, Skills AND
Training of ASSESSMENT Teams
and others ACTORS INVOLVED.

MITIGATION ON PLANS

EN

 Assessment Training for all “actors involved” in the emergency
 Specific training on possible tools and solution related to barrier effect

BARRIER EFFECT related to:
 4. Interaction with affected population
 5. Time pressure
- high expectations of the affected
population;
- special requests from the affected
population;
MITIGATION ON PLANS
 Training on: Managing the interaction with the affected population
and their requests (lessons held by a psychologist)

 Update information to affected population
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BARRIER EFFECT related to:
 5.Communications (IT)
- Damaged or congested communication infrastructures
- Lack of reliable communication means
MITIGATION ON PLANS
 Availability of satellite phone and
BGAN internet satellite

 Creating an alert system in case of natural disasters, defining how the
population can be informed about it and register
 Identifying the information tools to reach the various segments of
population, while defining different means so that the largest number
of people shall be reached through different means (homepages of the
local authorities, newspapers, radios and TV station, etc..)

BARRIER EFFECT related to:
 6. Incident Management
- Need to improve awareness among
local authorities and first responders

MITIGATION ON PLANS
 The interaction between first responders and USAR Assessment
Teams is crucial in order to collect correct information on the overall
emergency and interact posivitely with the affected population. Also
specific excercises for first responders should be established on local
and national level at least annually.
 In case of a natural disaster of such magnitude to require the support
of non local players, it is necessary that local authorities of different
types are informed and are appropriately included in the information
and management flow of those managing the various emergency
levels.
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BARRIER EFFECT related to:
 10.OUTSOURCING activities
MITIGATION ON PLANS
 If the USAR Assessment Team shall need unavailable tools or
equipment for performing its task, the local authorities concerned
may use authorized companies currently listed on the ANAC (National
Anti-Bribery Authority) website or if not possible or unhelpful to resolve
the situation, shall refer to the local or national branches of the Civil
Protection Department.
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION
https://www.easerproject.eu/category/download/
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6.4.21 Session D9 Handling Shortages

WAAP Training Course
Day 3 – 18 Nov 2020 (Group D)

Session D9
Handling Shortages
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stocks, equipment, planning, alarming, support

HANDLING SHORTAGES
A 2014 image of product shortages in Venezuela. Wilfredor - Escasez en Venezuela, Central Madeirense

Nils Uhlenbrock
Germany - THW

TRAINER
AGE: 36

ACTIVE IN THW HQS INTERNATIONAL WORK SINCE 12 YEARS
PROJECT MANAGER AT THW HQ
FIELD OF EXPERTISE INTERNATIONAL EXERCISES (E.G. TRIPLEX)
EU PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

STAFF WORK
4
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SHORTAGES
Definition according to Cambridge:
“a situation in which there is less of
something than people want or
need”
Photo by Sandy Millar on Unsplash

HANDLING
Definition according to Cambridge:
to deal with, have responsibility for,
or be in charge of
Photo by Nick Diamantidis on Unsplash
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Group Activity

OWN EXPERIENCES

GROUP TASKING




Photo by Kelly Sikkema on Unsplash
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Each group should come up with at
least three bullet points on own
experience on the resources
management identifying the critical
points

Time frame: 10 min plus 2 min per
group to present

HUMAN RESOURCES
Who is affected ?
 own personnel ?
 which level ?
How to cope with this shortage?
 pre-planning
 Acute reaction

ALERTING SYSTEMS
What is threshold?
 Available resources vs. bound resources
 Size of disaster and destruction level
(affected area)

Whom to alarm?
 local, regional, national, bilateral,
international
www.freeimages.com; Ove Tøpfer

Channels?
 (pre) warning the systems and finally
activation via whom?
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PLANNING

What or who is available where?
 Scenario based approach
 Data base (simple)

 Stockpiles
 Warehouse not only own ones

 Individual offers / donations

EN

www.freeimages.com; Jonhantan Nauri
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e.g. INSARAG guidelines
 Classification in the area of logistics
 PoA

PRACTIAL EXAMPLE
Availability of equipment
 Renting from companies (construction;
forest authorities)
Think out of the box
 Legal limits really limits?  Work arounds
 Be creative  look for local possibilities
www.pixabay.com; stevepb

Integration of volunteers
 Non trained volunteers to be integrated into
the operations

What you need to remember…

IS YOUR PLAN AND THE PLAN B
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6.4.22 Session D10 Setting Priorities

WAAP Training Course
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Day 3 – 18.11.2020 (Group D)

Session D10
Setting Priorities
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The BELICE project

THE CHALLANGE OF
SETTING PRIORITIES

Francesco Giordano
Italy

TRAINER
AGE: 42

DEVELOPMENT OF METHODOLOGIES OF SEISMIC RISKS MITIGATION
CIVIL SERVANT (NATIONAL CIVIL PROTECTION DEPARTMENT) SINCE 2009
DAMAGE ASSESSMENT TRAINER (RECENT ITALIAN SEISMIC CRISES)
MEMBER OF THE WG FOR SOP POST-EMERGENCY ASSESSMENT

PHD IN SEISMIC RISK, MSC AS EXPERT ENGINEER IN NATURAL RISK
4
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What you need to know…

INFORMATION FOR FUTURE
TRAINERS

SESSION STRUCTURE
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Group experience on the national systems to
set priorities in an emergency
National regulations, procedures, plans,
systems
Balance between the emergency’s risk level
versus the available resources and the time
pressure to define a correct priority level
the importance of quick decision making in
an emergency
Using and discussing some examples

Let‘s start with…

THE IMPORTANCE OF NATIONAL
REGULATIONS, PROCEDURES,
PLANS, SYSTEMS

THE DISASTER MANAGEMENT
Set up tents
and
shelters
Damage
Assessment

Chek
Viability
USAR
Activities

Debris
Removal
Activities

Medical
Assistence
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INTERNATIONAL GUIDELINES
Definitions 
and

purpose

EN



ASR Level 1 Wide Area Assessment
The preliminary survey of the affected or assigned area.
For the purpose of:
o
Determining the scope and magnitude of the incident.
o
Identifying scope, location and types of damage.
o
Estimating the urgent resource needs.
o
Developing a sectorisation plan.
o
Establishing priorities.
o
Identifying general hazards.
o
Identifying infrastructure issues.
o
Identifying potential BoO locations.
Usually accomplished by; vehicle, helicopter, waterborne craft, on foot
or from reports from others e.g. the LEMA.
Initial, fast visual check of the damaged or assigned area.

Teams carrying out this level of assessment must remain mobile, not engage
in rescue operations and report the results as quickly as possible.

NATIONAL (ITALIAN) LEGISLATION
FORECASTING

Risk scenario identification and study

F
R

P&P

PREVENTION & PREPAREDNESS
Risk reduction

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

EM

Relief and assistance

RECOVERY

Resumption of normal living
conditions
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THE NATIONAL PLAN FOR SEISMIC
PREVENTION
ABOUT 1 BLN € IN 7 YEARS WITH INNOVATIVE FUNDING MEASURES
A) SEISMIC MICROZONATION
AND CLE STUDIES

P&P

B) SEISMIC RETROFITTING OF
STRATEGIC BUILDINGS AND
INFRASTRUCTURES
C) SEISMIC RETROFITTING OF
PRIVATE BUILDINGS
D) URGENT MEASURES ON
NATIONAL STRATEGIC
INFRASTRUCTURES

TOTAL A)

Which is the impact area?

€ 86’000’000.00

309
1.600
80.000
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Municipal Civil Protection Plan, Scenario of safe
safe//unsafe Buildings

LEMA MAIN ACTIVITIES
Immediate
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Within

Within

12 hours

24 hours

LEMA MAIN ACTIVITIES
Immediate
CC Activation;

Check loc-resources;
Collect information;
Identification of
victims;
Medical system
Activity

Within

Within

12 hours

24 hours

management
of
urban road network
removal of residual
risk situations
First assistance
the population

to

Full assistance to the
population for
(accommodation and
subsistence).
information to the
population on the
current situation

BELICE PROJECT INDICATIONS
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EVALUATION FORM FOR BoO AND
ELA
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… let’s play how to set priorities

WHAT WILL YOU DO IF…
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SETTING PRIORITY


ML=5,9 z=15 km, today 14:30

Information after ten minutes:
1. One USAR Assessment team (USAR-1)
2. One local Damage assessment Team
(DAT-1)

Collapsed building:

A commercial Center (Partial)

A House (Total)

A primary School (Partial)

A Senior Recovery (Total)

SETTING PRIORITY
Setting Priority:
1.
2.
3.
4.
Collapsed building:

A commercial Center (Partial)

A House (Total)

A primary School (Partial)

A Senior Recovery (Total)
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SETTING PRIORITY
Setting Priority (Possible Solution
after ten minutes):
1. School (USAR-1)
2. Senior Recovery (DAT-1)
3. Commercial Center
4. House

EN

Collapsed building:

A commercial Center (Partial)

A House (Total)

A primary School (Partial)

A Senior Recovery (Total)

SETTING PRIORITY
Information after twenty minutes:
Collapsed building:

At the commercial Center was
collapsed a storehouse with no
person working at the moment
of the earthquake;

The padiglion collapsed in the
school was very old, far away,
and consequently not used;

In the Senior Recovery, an
isolated structure all the hosts
are in premium holiday;
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SETTING PRIORITY
Setting Priority (Possible solution
after twenty minutes):
1. House (USAR-1)
2. Commercial Center (DAT-1)
3. Primary School
4. Senior Recovery
Collapsed building:

A commercial Center (Partial)

A House (Total)

A primary School (Partial)

A Senior Recovery (Total)

… let’s see the importance of quick decision making

WHAT WILL YOU DO IF…
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MAKE A DECISION!
BELICE PROJECT

Information after two hours:
Means:
-

-

EN

CC
Collapsed School
Collapsed House
interrupt
restricted acces
Unsafe Building

1 operative Light-USAR (U-1)
1 Heavy-USAR (U-2) in 6 hours
1 bulldozer operative in 30 minutes

Needs:

3 people missing

7 people in the Secondary
school at T0

200 homeless  40 tens

MAKE A DECISION!
… after two minutes...
Means:
-

CC
Collapsed School
Collapsed House
Communication
Good viabiAcess
Unsafe Building
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1 operative Light-USAR (U-1)
1 Heavy-USAR (U-2) in 6 hours
1 bulldozer operative in 28 minutes

Needs:

3 people in the house at T0

7 people in the Secondary
school at T0

200 homeless  40 tens

• … Lesson Learned…

- Setting priorities can be extremely
difficult
- Priorities setting require logical
processes

- The priority list depends on the
number of information we can get
- Each decision has its consequences

Thanks!
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6.5 The joint exercise
(scenario, scripts, content etc.)
The annex consists of suggestions on how to plan, conduct and evaluate a joint field/table top exercise. It uses examples from the Italian
training site in Poggioreale (Sicily) that is also used by INSARAG and for
Modex by the EU.
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This joint exercise was originally planned to be an essential part of the BELICE project,
using the ruins of Old Poggioreale as the “play ground” for the assessments and the
new training center (PIA) in the former kindergarten of New Poggioreale for the offices
of the regional and national level, with an exercise based of historic situation from the
Belice Valley quake in Sicily, 1968, that destroyed Poggioreale and several other villages.

EN

By using the Italian example of the disaster management structure, having the possibility to interact with real players within the system, this mixed field and table top exercise
would have been ideal to test the new WAAP methodology.
Unfortunately this way of verification of the methodology in a hyper realistic exercise
could not happen due to the ongoing COVID pandemic. The intended fine tuning of
the exercise by three training courses in Sicily, using feedback from participants and
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observers was impossible and the idea of using an already tested and optimized exercise obsolete.
Thereof – with the virtual ToT event in November 2020 as the last “real” project activity
– a new generic approach had to be developed to enable the master trainers of the EU
member states to customize their own version of the exercise.
This annex gives guidance on how to play the joint exercise that will help to test the
participants in their knowledge of the new WAAP methodology. Most ideas from the
original planned exercise have been transformed into a generic frame that could be
used by the master trainers to build their own specific exercise, localised and fitting to
the needs of the countries disaster management system.

6.5.1. General requirements on the exercise:
The exercise must combine all three levels of disaster management: the local level (to say
“on site”), the regional level (more decision maker activities) and the national command
level (to include the aspects of coordination and incoming assistance planning).
As in most cases a “real field” like the ruins of Old Poggioreale will not be available, all
field aspects have to be simulated with a sort of virtual assessment, either a pre-filmed
video for the “window assessment” or some prepared simulation rooms.
Special focus must be given to careful selection of fitting examples to keep a level of
realism that most participants except as the disaster happen in their country, their civil
protection system.
The EXCON should not overact in planning: the scenario must be realistic, naturally
simulating a real challenging situation after a heavy earthquake, but still having a
damage level that fits to the local building codes, the technical infrastructure and the
like.
A very good guidance document for the exercise planning can be found on the INSARAG
Webpage. Every year INSARAG tries to organise a major TTX – the Earthquake Response
Exercise (ERE) - in all three regions (Asia/Pacific [AP], Americas, Africa/Europe/Middle
East [AEME]) to make Governments and organisations in the hosting Country aware
of the manifold assessment, work and coordination aspects, like recently in Turkey,
Azerbaijan and Armenia. Thereof the file for preparing such an exercise is available
under this link:
https://www.insarag.org/capacity-building/earthquake-exercice-package
Furthermore support can be given by the INSARAG Operational and/or Policy Focal
Points (contact details also to be found on the www.INSARAG.org webpage).
As the joint exercise is intended to be the proof test for the understanding of the WAAP
Methodology, it is important to write not only a fitting scenario but also prepare the
different examples needed to show the difference between an “old” ASR1 and the new
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approach. It is recommended to have several examples prepared that could be used
within the exercise at a later stage as sectors that differs a lot due to the available information for the assessment team.
Additional, the simulation rooms should offer many pictures that can assist in providing
the information that the assessment team needs to get the full picture of the local
situation.

6.5.1. The scenario:
EN

As said, the TTX scenario must be realistic and fitting to the local circumstances. Due
to the fact that the exercise deals with the initial assessment, focus should be on the
evolving information flow i.e., the scenario at the beginning is like in reality: Nearly nothing is known, just the basic facts of where, when and how strong!
In the following six hours – chosen exactly to the maximum time for the ASR1 – the
scenario gets more and more details by incoming reports (directed by the EXCON):

1st hour

• First data available and start of first assessment, regional and national centre receive reports
• First debrief of assessment team
• New data from more villages and cities

2nd hour • First round of meetings on all levels

3rd hour

• Start of second field assessment
• First decison making on means and priorities on all levels

4th hour

• Beginning of sectorisation, assessment teams now start to give suggestions on sectors
• Data from the more rural areas arrive
• Third field assessments, more details on priorities and needs

5th hour • Media statements from all levels to be prepared, Final sectorisation work

6th hour

• Operational participants prepare for incoming assisstance
• Final reports on all levels, last allocation of means

It is important to have at least three simulation room visits for the operational participants to give them enough work loads. The (regional) decision maker level should be
kept busy by minimum 6 incoming reports. As there are no reports in the beginning
from the field or regional level, the national level must be kept busy with information
requests from ministers, media and other countries.
The TTX shall be not interrupted by a break; thereof refreshments should be available in
the coffee break room on self service!
The TTX should be evaluated by at least two observers for preparation of the exercise
debrief.
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6.5.2. Preparation of the simulation room
The simulation rooms shall represent the
disaster situation, thereof pictures are needed
that provide the overall situation as being in a
plane or helicopter (“window assessment”) as
well as some more detailed pictures that will
help to get the “feeling” for the damage level.
Some typical pictures are shown here from the
Wenchuan quake in China 2008 which can be
called “typical” for the needed visual material.
Depending on the foreseen sector (being
assessed according old ASR1 or being one
assessed by new WAAP methodology) several
additional information materials must be available in the rooms.
A typical mix would be for “old ASR1:
Photos, maps, GPS data, basic information on
amount of citizens, critical infrastructure, hospitals, schools and the like
For the WAAP more details are needed:
More details photos, high resolution maps,
detailed data on citizens, critical infrastructure,
hospitals, schools and the like. Additionally,
material on cultural or historical monuments,
important logistic data like gas pipelines, railroads, bridges, roads etc. is needed
As a minimum there should be at least three
different simulation rooms prepared, depending on the localization it could be more which
actually is preferred (up to eight might be the
maximum as the EXCON has to re-do them
after each visit)!
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6.5.3. The task of EXCON:
Again: This exercise is not an inject driven one, what makes it different from the
INSARAG ERE for example. The main task of the EXCON is to simulate other assessment
teams sending in frequently reports to simulate the initial WAAP after the quake. It is
the responsibility of the EXCON to deliver “in time” i.e., avoiding breaks/time with no
work load.

EN
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6.6 The logistic plan
(resources, tools, etc.)
In this annex all instructions are given for the logistical actions to be
taken when planning a real life or virtual WAAP course.
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This annex gives guidance on the logistic planning for the training courses. As the
virtual training course and e-learning differ a lot in regard to the logistical needs such
as the software platform that could be used, the available bandwidth rate, the use of a
whiteboard etc., this guidance is only for the real life courses.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS ON THE VENUE:
The venue should happen in a training centre or convention centre where most of the
resources already exist or are easily available on demand, as this will help a lot to organize the course. In case that budget does not allow to rent a professional solution or the
own training centre is either overbooked or not sufficient, a potential alternative could
be the HQ office or the likes. However, this solution would have a high level of stress and
additional work load. The recommendations below are for all solutions, either professional or at Training Centre/HQ.
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NEEDED ROOMS:
■■ Plenum room (min. 90m²) for 20 participants and the board of teachers
■■ 2 Rooms for break-out-sessions/group work (each ~ 50m²)
(These rooms will be used as national/regional level HQ for the exercise)
■■ 1 Room for the trainers (admin/office, min. 20m²)
(This room will be used as EXCON room in the exercise)
■■ 1 Simulation Room (min. 20m², only for the exercise!)
■■ 1 Room for the coffee breaks (ca. 20-30m²)
■■ Restrooms
■■ Restaurant or canteen room for lunch break

ROOM FURNITURE:
■■ Plenum room
■■ Chairs and tables for the participants, layout in U-Shape or in four rows of 5
seats, in front: table row for trainers, min. 3 seats, table for the projector (if not
mounted on the ceiling)
■■ Rooms for break-out-sessions/group work
■■ For the training course: chairs for 10 people in each room, for the exercise:
chairs and tables for 10 persons
■■ Room for the trainers
■■ Chairs and tables for 5 persons
■■ Simulation Room
■■ Must be empty! Should have at least three free walls (without window or
doors) for the display of the simulates areas
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■■ Room for the coffee breaks
■■ Tables for the cups and refreshment, extra table for used cups, trash bin

IT, ELECTRICITY AND NETWORK:
General Requirement: a WiFi system (router/repeaters) with stable high speed internet
connection (min. 50 Mbit) and ability to connect more than 60 devices (2 per participant
plus the computer/laptops of trainers and EXCON)
■■ Plenum room
■■ Connected to the WiFi
■■ Projector (min. 3.000 ANSI Lumen, HDMI and VGA connection)
■■ Screen (portable version: min. 1,8m * 1,8m size, better wall mounted:
Widescreen format, min. 3m * 4m size)
■■ Presenter/Laser pointer Tool
■■ Desktop PC or Laptop with actual MS Office Software
■■ Extension cords (3-5m) with multiple sockets for the trainer board and the
participants seat rows (minimum 5 pieces, depending on the number of wall
plugs)
■■ Rooms for break-out-sessions/group work
■■ Connected to the WiFi
■■ For the exercise: Extension cord (3-5m) with multiple sockets, 2 laptops, one
colour printer for each room
■■ Room for the trainers
■■ Connected to the WiFi
■■ For the exercise: Extension cord (3-5m) with multiple sockets, 2 laptops, one
colour printer
■■ Simulation Room
■■ Connected to the WiFi
■■ Room for the coffee breaks
■■ Connected to the WiFi, multiple socket outlet for coffee machine and other
tools
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OTHER ITEMS:
■■ Three flip-charts (A1 or B1 paper format) for Plenum and the two rooms
■■ Three rolls of paper per flip chart)
■■ Three sets of (fresh) board markers (Green, Blue, Red, Black)
■■ For each participant a set of pencil and note block (A4 size)
■■ Minimum 2 packs of printer paper (80g/m, 500 pages) per printer
■■ For each printer: one toner set as redundancy
■■ Recommended: Adapter/Cable Set as redundancy for the participants
EN
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6.7 The master trainers
(Terms of Reference)
The annex gives suggestions for the skills and experience of the – to be
selected – master trainers:
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Based on the experience of the project team from ToT Design Workshop and the virtual
ToT in November 2020, several observations were made and led to the guidance given
in this annex.
It is recommended to think about needed soft and hard skills for the trainers prior
to the course. The methodology is not that difficult, but with an audience mixed of
operational staff and decision makers of all levels, the trainers are the ones that have
to transfer the knowledge into memory by course sessions that attract the attention
of the participants. Thereof guidance is made here on some ideas of how the trainers
could be optimal selected:

SHORT FUNCTION DESCRIPTION
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The function of the Trainer in the context of the Wide Area Assessment Process (WAAP) requires specific knowledge, but further
more a good set of soft skills. Due to the necessity to localize the
training it is also important that the trainer has the ability to adopt
topics accordingly.

The master trainers must understand the following duties (responsibilities) in regard to
the learning target of the course and thereof need to be selected carefully:

Phase

Pre course

Course
Post course
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Tasks
Adapt the available training material (e.g. ppt) in the
way that they fit the invited audience and the local
context.
Include in the learning material own experience to a degree which supports the main points of session without
overruling them.
Delivery of the foreseen session in an exciting way
Share the experience gained during the delivery of the
session on both level: content wise and on how the session was perceived by the participants.

In addition to the overall tasks the master trainers ideally need to fulfil
the following minimum – or general – requirements, that will enable
them to develop a course that is perfectly balanced on the training
needs of the participants:
COMPETENCES
Required

Desirable

Knowledge:
Knowledge of the UCPM, UN UNDAC
and INSARAG Methodology
Knowledge of Civil Protection and
relief operations procedures
Deep knowledge of the topic of the
respective session

Knowledge of different assessment
methodologies
Ability to work in a team

Skills
Outstanding presentation and motivation skills
Very good explanation skills (complex issues easy explained)
Effective to extraordinary communication skills
Critical thinking and problem solving
Interpersonal relationship skills

• Receptiveness
• Assertiveness
• Independent thinker, willingness to adapt to different
course contexts and priorities

As these recommendations are guidance, it might happen that some of the selected
trainers do not fulfil all requirements. In this case it is highly recommended to have a
joint workshop of the foreseen master trainers prior to the start of the WAAP Training,
to ensure that the level of preparation is identical and some more qualified trainers
could give guidance to the other trainers including maybe even acting as a support
lecturer in the session.
It is essential that all trainers have also experience in their relevant topic as they have to
localize the presentations and should be able enhance the topic with relevant examples.
The selected trainers should have previous engagement as trainer in a adult learning
context if possible. It would be desirable to conduct a re-fresher in adult learning methodology for the trainers prior to the course.
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